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Ashland rep wants study on 4-year sçhoÔ
By AMY WILSON
Stall Writer
Whether a community college
should provide. four-year education opportunities is a question
already before the General
Assembly.
While Paducah and Murray
wrestle in far western Kentucky
with where the best site is for a
four-year engineering education
degree, House Concurrent Resolution 48 may decide the future of
higher education in far eastern
Kentucky.
The resolution, which was filed
by Rep. Donald Farley of Ashland, calls for the creation of a
task force to study the feasibility

of providing four-year higher
education opportunities in Ashland, which is home to Ashland
Community College.
Ashland is about 60 miles from
Morehead State University.
According to the resolution,
the study would cost about
120,000 and would be completed
no later than Oct. I, 1995.
Rep. Freed Curd of Murray
said he doubts if Farley is serious
about the resolution.
"It doesn't have any chance of
passing," Curd said.
Repeated attempts to contact
Farley were unsuccessful.
Dr. Charles Dassance, president of Ashland Community Col.

One of the council's responsibilities is
to report to the governor when four-year
institutions are needed, MI
...Norman Snider
lege, said Farley acted independently of the college.
"We have discussed it, but he
isn't filing this on our behalf,"
Dassance said. "We are not
involved in it at all."
However, Dassance said community members have expressed
interest in the issue.

"I think there are a lot of people in the community who would
like to see a four-year school," he
said. "We want what is best for
the community. I think Rep. Farley feels very strongly about this
issue."
Dr. Ronald Eaglin, president Of
Morehead State-Alniversity, said

he thinks the educational needs two parties. It is reviewed periodically to see if needs have
are being met at Ashland.
"We have established a center increased or decreased.
at Ashland that offers certain • "We are really just getting
upper-level classes," he said. started with this kind of thing,"
Eaglin said. "We can't afford to
"We sit down with a group called
put in a _wholF array of uppercohorts to determine which claslevel courses, so we rely on
ses to offer."
Since Morehead State does not cohort groups to determine what
get any funds to operate the cen- the needs are."
Among the programs currently
ter, Eaglin said it would take
additional funds to "increase our offered are a bachelor's degree in
presence in the area, but More- nursing and a master's degree in
business administration.
head is more than willing to serve
Eaglin said students at the
the region."
The cooperative effort between community college can use a
Morehead State and Ashland computer program to select a
Community College is part of a
signed agreement between the • See Page 2
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Jaw goes into

ect

Gun dealer already feels impact
ers are from other counties and
do not want to drive back to
Murray in five days to pick up
the handgun.
In addition, the Kentucky.
State Police, who will 'run the
background checks, has proposed a $20 to $25 fee for each
check, which would generate

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

more than $2 million from the
100,000 applications police
anticipate, according to the
Associated Press.
Gun stores will be assessed
the fee, which will in turn be
passed along to the consumer.
The AP reported that the fee

Potential gun buyers are not
waiting five days for a background check, according to a
local salesman. Instead, they
just are not buying.
Colley Vernon, owner of
Vernon's Pawn Shop, said three
different customers came in
Monday morning to purchase
- handguns, but chose not to buy
because of the newly-imposed
BENTON, Ky. (AP) — Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy
waiting period required in the
wants
the Kentucky, Sheriffs' Association to consider getting
Brady Law, which took effect
sheriffs
a greater role in background checks for gun buyers
Monday.
.
required by the Brady Law.
While customers rushed to
What rankles Roy is that the bill calls for the "chief lawbuy guns last weekend, Vernon
enforcement officer" where the gun buyer lives to conduct the
said the demand created a price
_check. Roy interprets that to be either the sheriff or police
increase.
chief.
In fact, the price of a hand"I don't think the checks will be functional if they are not
gun has gone up 25 to 30 perdone
locally," Roy said. "Congress never intended to take
cent since the Brady Law began
its long journey through
II See Page 2
Congress.
"They went up almost $75
overnight," Vernon said.
But high costs did not deter
buyers. The waiting period has,
Vernon said.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Day 1 of the Brady Law Many of the customers who
passed with little activity at gun stores and much more than
come into Vernon's store are
expected at the Kentucky State Police background check,
basically window shopping, he
center.
said. But, they may see a gun
State police processed more than 150 background checks of
they want and purchase it on
would-be handgun buyers Monday. The Brady Law requires a
impulse.
five-day waiting period and a background check on anyone
"They won't get it if they
wanting to buy a handgun.
have to wait," Vernon said,
adding that many of his custom- • See Pogo 2

Sheriffs want to do checks

Kentucky sales are sluggish

STACEY CROOK/ledger & TIrnots photo

Sara Klaus (seated right), who plays Dr. Cole In the Murray High Senior
Play -I Was a Teen-age Dracula," checks Allison Pritchett's pulse during rehearsal Monday. AISO pictured are Matt Weatherly (left) and Jon
Reid The play, directed by Mark Etherton, opens tonight.

Witness IDs Griffin as murderer
By BILL, KACZOR
Associated PrEiss Writer

Ms. Lindsey is expected to be
The transcripts were obtained
the only prosecution witness to
by the newspaper Monday. Cir-say she actually saw Griffin cuit Judge John Parnham and
PENSACOLA, Ha.(AP)
dress-shop clerk testified today shooting. Other witnesses have lawYers in the case conducted
that she saw Michael F. Grath said or arc expected to say they s pnvate interviews on abortion so
shoot Dr. David Gunn as he saw the defendant behind the prospective jurors would not be
arrived for work at an abortion clinic just before the shooting or embarrassed or endangered by
watched him drop a gun after their responses.
clinic last March 10.
they heard shots.
"I hoard three pops," Della
To further those goals, the
Meanwhile, transcripts of priLindsey said as the lead-off witjudge
also refused to include in
vate interviews with the trial's
ness in the second day of testithe
transcripts
the numbers
mony in Griffin's first-degree jurors show most support assigned to jurors as part of the
murder-trial. "The first pop got women's freedom of choice, the effort to keep their identities
my attention, and then I saw the Pensacola News Journal reported secret.
today.
man shooting."
Only four of the 12 jurors and
In Monday's opening testiShe then identified Griffin ail
mony, a lawn service- worker
the man she saw firing the gun. two alternates described themselves as "pro-choice," but five
identified Griffin as the man he
The emoting took place behind
others said they would support a saw standing over the slain docthe Odic, which is in the same
woman's right to have an abor- tor with a revolver in his hand
office complex as the dress shop.
tion although they did not have although his prior description of
She said she happened to be outstrong feelings on the issue. The ,the gunman did not match
side at the time because her
other five jurors said they ,Griffin.
attention had been attracted to an
opposed abortion, the News JourSteven Powell testified he
anti-abortion protest being staged
nal reported in a copyrighted
in front of the' clinic.
story.
III See Page 2

Police arrest
three for drug
-trafficking
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Murray police arrested three
-alleged-crack-cocaine traffickers Monday night.
Tina M. Cavitt, 24, of L.P.
Miller Street, was arrested at
approximately 8:30 p.m. and
charged on a citation with trafficking in cocaine. No bond
was set at press time Tuesday.
Billy Lloyd, 57, of Pontiac.
Mich., was arrested on a Calloway County grand jury
Indictment charging him with
trafficking in cocaine.
When officers arrested
Lloyd around 9:30 p.m. at a
Local ffioteL he was in possession of what police say is
crack cocaine.
• See Pio' 2

EVENTS

SPORTS

SPECIAL

11 Murray High's Senior Class will
present 'I Was a Teenage Dracula'
Mardi 1-2 in Room 203 at 5 p m at Murray High School Tickets are $3 rdch
Frocieds from the day will go to the
1994esenor class

•Murray State closed out the 1993-94
regular season with a come-from-behind
80-77 win at UT-Marlin Monday night

•Spring tire season begins today
and continues through May 15 During
this time it is illegal to bum between midnight and 4•30 p m Forestry officials will
be conducting air surveillance to check
for illegal burning. Ron Talent, forest ranger in Calloway County, asks residents
k bum after 430 p m on days mar are
not too dry or windy

Page 8

would be among the highest in
the nation.
Vernon said the law-abiding
citizen who wants a handgun is
paying the price for criminal
activity.
"It's (Brady Law) not going
to stop crime," Vernon said. "If
you're going to commit a crime
with a gun, you'll go steal one
or buy it underground."
He said even before the
Brady Law, a handgun buyer
was required to fill out federal
forms and -register the gun. Itesaid a person who intends to
use the gun in a:crime does not
want authorities, to be able to
trace it.
Paul Hastings, evirier of
Interstate''Firearms in Little
Rock, Ark., agrees.
He said in a telephone interview Monday that the Brady
Law will not stop criminals
from using guns, but it will stop
honest people from buying guns
on impulse.
"I'm not going to say the law
is bad because we had to start
somewhere. But the problem is,
it's-not going to stop what they
want to stop," Hastings said.
What the Brady Law has limited is the amount of business
for smaller distributors, accordto Hastings.
El See Page 2

Ames paid more
than $2.5 million
but available to Mrs. Ames
"from a home telephone should
she be released on bond."
The government listed bank
accounts in Italy, three Swiss
accounts in Zurich and Geneva,
and an account in Colombia. Mrs.
Ames homeland where she owns
two apartments and a ranch.
"Armed with any part of the
more than $1 million in Russian
funds still unaccounted for, Mrs.
Ames would have more than
ample means to flee this country," the government said.
The former CIA counterintelligence official and his wife were
scheduled to 'appear this afternoon before U.S. Magistrate Barry R. Poretz in this Washington
suburb. Poretz was ruling on

By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press Writer

ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) —
Alleged CIA turncoat Aldrich
Ames and his wife were paid
"well beyond $2.5 million" by
Moscow, and she has admitted
knowing of her husband's espionage, federal prosecutors say.
In a court filing opposing her
motion to be released on bail,
prosecutors said evidence seized
by the FBI since their arrest a
week ago has raised the estimate
of "their ill gotten gains" by
more than $1 million above the
$1.5 million estimated then.
The government said the additional money was stashed in foreign bank accounts throughout the
world, "many beyond the reach
of the government in this case," • See Page 3
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School board awards renovation bid
Staff Report
Murray teoger a TiMIIIS
MC Murray Board of Education voted in special session
night to award a bid for renovations of Carter Elementary
School to Crouch Construction of
Mayfield. The board met in
Louisville as members were
attending the Kentucky. Sk.hool

Boards Association meeting
The $115,800 bad will include
converting classrooms into office
space, creating a conference room
and a board of education room,
renovating restrooms and new
carpet and paint. No changes are
planned for the extenor of the
building School superintendent
A A Franklin said work at Car-

ter will likely begin this week.
Also at the meeting, the board
Approved an application to the
Kentucky Department of Education for a grant to establish a
family resource/youth services
center Murray applied for the
grant, which totals $57,000, last
year, but was turned down in
lasor of those systems in the

REPORTS

state with a higher percentage of
students receiving free lunches,
Franklin said. The application
had to be approved before the
board's next regular meeting,
hence the reason for the special
meeting, Franklin said.
In other business, the board set
graduation at Murray High
School for May 25 at 8 p.m.

III Ashland...

MURRAY POLICE
Feb. 26
'Melissa G Cheatham, 20, HOPkinfiville, was charged with
shoplifting a $19 92 pair of shoes from Wal-Mart
iiDolly Agnes Kinsland, 59, RI 5 Murray, was charged with
shoplifting $5 94 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart

Feb. 27

"Craig Bernard Darnell, 21, of Fort Campbell was arrested
and charged 4dith disorderly conduct

•Sheriffs...

Paducah-Murray and Ashland - Legtslaove Record," he said.
Eaglin said. "When our state FROM PAGE 1
Morehead is that the Council on
The CHE will meet March 7 in
institutions were founded, they
major or other degree program
Higher Education has received no Lexington. which will replace a
(responsibility) away from local jurisdictions."
weren't placed in metropolitan
offered by Morehead State when --notification.
Last week, state Auomey General Chris Gorman assigned
tentatively scheduled Feb. 28
areas. I think Paducah feels that a
determining -what courses they
Under Kentucky 91.111.1teS, the
the checks to Kentucky State Police.
meeting and the regularly schefour-year
institution
would
help
should take for degree credit.
.CHE is responsible for coordinat- duled March 21 meeting.
Among those the law prohibits from buying handguns are
economically, but we have
Students at Ashland Communiing higher education in the state.
convicted
felons, fugitives, minors, those judged mentally
Added to the agenda will be a
enough
at
this
time.
ty College are able to choose
"One of the council's responsi- .discussion about engineenng eduincompetent, drug or alcohol addicts and illegal aliens.
"To
solve
the
engineering
edufrom Several four-year institubilities is to report to the goer- cation in western Kentucky.
"Up until Friday, we thought we were going to handle it,"
cation problem, Murray State,
tions, ranging from Morehead
nor when four-year institutions
said Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott. "I'm not saying it
"I
think
University
when
you
of
Louisville
look
metat
and UniState to Shawnee State University
are needed," said Norman Snider, ropolitan areas, they tend to
won't work ... but I support us. getting it." He said state
versity of Kentucky have to be in
want
in Ohio to Marshall University in
CHE director of communication
police
might not know if an applicant faces local indictments
the
higher
equation,"
education
institutions,"
he said.
West Virginia.
services. "That has not been
or other local problems.
"The only problem is that
done."
Some other sheriffs, however, have expressed relief at being
when you go across the river, you
The last time the CHE made
excused from responsibility. Warren County Sheriff Jerry
have to pas out-of-state tuition."
that kind of request was to the
Gaines, head of the state sheriffs' association, said Roy's
Eaglin said.
1986 General Assembly for the
complaints are the only onesahe has _heard.
Finding funds for another fourestablishment of Owensboro
said he will offer one witness
But - Roy insists that state police in Frankfort, who say a
FROM PAGE 1
year instuution would be diffiCommunity College.
who saw Griffin, an anti-abortion
new unit will conduct computerized searches of criminal
heard some shots, turned to see
cult, especially, since funding for
"This is one of those topics
activist aryl. former Pensacola
records, will have no way of knowing an applicant's character
what had happened and saw Grifthe eight etisung state univerissthat comes up regularly," he said
chemical plant worker, shoot, or fitness to buy a handgun.
ues and 14 comMattliY__Olk_Se
fin_ drop...ft__siher.-colored _wea"It demonstrates-that- people realGunn, 4-7-rof--Eufaula,
Smaller counties without the computer equipment should be
-threepon beside Gunn's body.
has been pared in recent years.
ize the value of higher
times in the back.
able to designate who should perform their checks, he said.
"I think the Commonwealth of
"1. saw the gun ... in his
education "
Powell and other witnesses
The Brady Law, which went into effect Monday, imposes a
hand," Powell said after pointing
Kentucky is having difficulty
$nider said the council has not
will -say they saw him with the
waiting period of up to five days while the applications are
funding current higher education
out Griffin. who is 32 and has revolver immediately after the
been contacted about a need for
being checked. State police say the clock starts when they
institutions and I really don't
dark hair.
additional educational offerings
shots were heard, Murray said.
receive the request.
think the state has adequate fundOn cross-examination, defense Other prosecution witnesses will
in Ashland.
Sheriffs could conduct the 10-minute computer check for
lawyer Robert Kcrngan reminded testify Griffin confessed.
ing for another four-year school."
-The council had nothing to do
substantially less money than that. Roy said, adding that most
Dassance said.
Powell he had described the gunwith it. and didn't know anything
departments already have computer terminals.
But defense attorney Robert
Another similarity between
man as being in his late 30s or Kerrigan said a worker in an
about at until it appeared in the
Bud Meeks, director of the National Sheriffs' Association,
40s with gras hair during a pret- abortion clinic at the time Gunn
said some states, such as Indiana and Ohio, have designated
rial inters ice.
was slain outside the building
local agencies to perform the checks. In Maryland and West
That inters icw was conducted
will testify she saw another proVirginia, the state police are conducting the checks after conby. Griffin because he had been tester with gray-streaked hair
sulting with sheriffs, he said.
representing himself at the time. near the scene just before the
"Maybe it's a mistake, but shooting.
thaGs who 1 saw right there,"
"She thinks Donnie Gratton
Powell said.
shot Dr. Gunn," Kemgan said.
In opening statements, AssisGratton is an associate of John
tant State Attorney James Murray Burt, who was leading a demonFROM PAGE 1
stration in front of Pensacola
r
"We didn't expect that many," said Dana Winkel, superviWomen's Medical Services when
nie ROM & Dann!. Roes
sor
of the sute police firearms applications unit. "We thought
Gunn was shot behind the clinic.
600 Main St. • 7534489
they'd do all their buying - over the weekend."
Gun shop owners said they did do big business over the
301 WhIneil Dr
weekend as. gun purchasers ,sought to buy before the law took
Mor,ay KY 42071
effect.
DEPARTMtNT HEADS
Sales at the gun department of the Davis Center in Louisville were "at least three times better than usual" before for )our Conientence Vow Offers
Punisher
Walter L Apperson
FROM PAGE 1
things went dead on Monday, said Jim Walker, a Davis CenGeneral Mgr.
Atka Rouse
Interstate Firearms is a small
ter salesman.
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
wholesaler.
Ray's Indoor Shooting Range sold about 200 guns during
Advertsing Mgr
Mary Ann Or
[)ail% Nlontla.s-Iridas
Hastings said major distnbuCirculation Mgr Dennis Hodgoa
the weekend but had sold only two handguns by late aftertors have hoarded all the handCsassifieds Mgt
noon Monday — one to a police chief who is exempt from
Karon Covert
Slop Weekly & Sate Alone)
guns on the market and manuthe Brady Law. And the other was just testing the Brady
UPS
WI 9 a.m.-b p.m Sat 9am - pm krun 1-5 pm
READER INFORMATION
facturers are scurrying to proLaw, Ray's owner Ray Yeager said.
11,, .41 '1: Olympic Plata
To read WI departments of the
761.21140
duce more.
"He said he wouldn't buy one unless he was the first,"
newspaper phone 753 1916
The problem is for those disYeager said. "He wanted to see if the process works."
tributors who cannot get any
Subscription Rat.*
Under the Brady Law in Kentucky. store owners send handhandguns
Al subscrptions payable ,n advance
gun purchase applications by facsimile machine to state police
from
the
manufacturers.'
in Frankfort, 'where they check local, state and national
Horne delivery 6 days a week
"We don't have any handrecords to see whether the would-be buyer is legally eligible •
1 month
$500 1 6 -on": $2850
guns left," said Hastings, who
to buy a handgun.
3 months $r5()() I I year
9570C
_Among those prohibited from purchasing handguns are conhas been forced to lay off six
victed felons, fugitives, minors, those judged to be mentally
BY MAIL
1 YR. $57.00
employees.
incompetent, drug and alcohol addicts and illegal aliens. DocuHe said without handguns, he
Mailed in Canoe/ay Co Berson
ments on background checks where no prohibiting factor is
HARM,Mayfield Sedalia and Farming
loses sales of items such as
for being awarded the
found must be destroyed after 20 days.
ton, Ky.'and to Paris Buchanan and
ammunition, holsters, orange
Purytker, Tenn By mai to he desti
The check center in Frankfort is staffed with two state
hunting apparel and other
(1•180.111 price a $6450 pr year
police workers. On Monday, they were using two facsimile
accessories.
Published Monday through Saturday
machines and two computers linked to the National Crime
The handgun business is not
every afternoon except Sundays
Information
Center, state police principle data entry operator
a big profit-maker alone, he
July 4 Thanksgiving Day Cherstrnas
Carol Bowman said.
said. Sales of accessories is
Day and New Years Day
"We're hoping someday to get more help, but right now
where most small distributors
MISS YOUR PAPER?
that's all we've got," she said. "It's been busy but pretty
make
money.
designation by the
Call the circulation dept. between
smooth — mostly a lot of phone calls from (gun shop own"We have lost all the other
5.30-6 pm Monday-Friday or
ers)
asking questions."
Kentucky Real Estate
business that keeps us afloat,"
3 30-4 p.m Saturday at 753-1916
The
state police have also addedethrce new phone lines and
"Now
said.
he
i.
we're
just trying
Education Foundation
are expecting two more fai machines, Bowman said.
to survive."
hiv•sy ,eager • Tones (LPSPS MS axi
u.-...wiper • Ton= a a warn... ai the
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II Police arrest...
FROM PAGE 1
Lloyd is being held on a
525,000 bond.
Billy Bennett, 24, of Toledo,
Ohio, was arrested at 10:15 p.m.
on North First Street after a Calloway County grand jury returned an
indictment charging him with trafficking in cocaine.
According to police reports,
Bennett was in possession of several rocks of what police believe to

EASTER PHOTOGRAPHS
One - 8x10
Two - 5x7s
Eight - Wallet size

Glendale Road Choral of Christ

Call Today For
Your Appointment!

be crack cocaine.
He is being held on a $25,000
bond.
Murray police have been investigating alleged drug activity in the
North Douglass area for quite
some time, according to Chief Larry Elkins.
He said these arrests are a continuation of several drug-related
investigations the department is
handling.
"It has been an ongoing investigation in the Douglass community
for several months," he said,
adding that more arrests are "very
likely."
The three were arraigned in Calloway County District Court Tuesday morning.
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Balanced budget amendment teeters on brink of death
WASHINGTON (AP) — Foes
of a balanced budget constitutional amendment are lampooning it
u a brave-sounding but toothleu
measure as the Senate nears a
showdown vote_
Even some supporters expect
to lose.
"You're going to see moves
that would make the Olympic slalom races look like they were
going in a straight line," Sen.
Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., said Monday, predicting that lawmakers
would evade the amendment if it
were added to the Constitution.
The Senate planned to hold a
final vote on the plan today.
Based on senators' publicly declared positions, its chief sponsor,
Sen. Paul Simon, D-III., and his
supporters seemed ready to fall

just short of the 67 votes they
would need to prevail. Constitutional amendments require twothirds majoriues of the 100-member Senate and the 435-member
House.
"This round is over. I know
that we don't have the votes,"
said one supporter, Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz.
Simon was not conceding on
Monday. Nonetheless, some of
his potential support was being
siphoned off by a competing. less
stringent amendment offered by
Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev.
Reid's version, also expected
to lose, would shield Social Security and public worts projects
from budget-balancing cuts. His
amendment was attracting votes
from some senators who opposed

Simon's but who wished to show
voters that they favored new
budget constraints.
Facing Simon and his allies
were some formidable foes: President Clinton, Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell, DMaine, and Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.
A slim defeat would be a
familiar outcome for the proposal, which lawmakers consider
every few years. Most recently,
the amendment fell one vote
short of Senate passage in 1986
and nine votes short of House
approval in 1992.
Simon's amendment would
prohibit budget deficits beginning
in the year 2001 unless they were

Second patient emits mystery fumes;
authorities blame household pesticide
BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (AP)
— A hospital patient whose body
apparently emitted ammonia-like
fumes, closing an emergency
room, probably ingested a household pesticide, authorities said
Monday.
Three people complained of
headaches, dizziness and burning
eyes after smelling fumes while
treating—ft- woman iVMCkf
Hospital late Saturday—
. Their
symptoms subsided quickly, hospital spokesman Barry Ginsbarg

said.
Officials attempted to play
The woman, whose name was down any similarities between
withheld, may have ingested the case and a Feb. 19 incident at
Dursban, a common pesticide, Riverside General Hospital in
said Steve McCalley, director of which six workers were sickened
environmental health for Kern by fumes apparently emanating
County.
from the body of a dying
"We believe that she ingested 31-year-old woman.
this pesticide. We don't know
At Mercy Hospital, medical
how or Why—That's not really our __personnel noticed an ammoniaconcern. Our concern is one of like odor after inserting a breapublic health and the impact on
thing tube into the 44-year-old
hospital personnel," McCalley
woman, who had difficulty breasaid.
thing and a low pulse rate,

approved by three-fifths majorities in both chambers of Congress. Procedural changes also
would make it harder for the government to borrow money and
relit taxes.
But decisions on how to end
the 25-year stream of federal red
ink would have to be made by
lawmakers later — an omission
that led opponents
brand the
plan a phony.
"All it really does is establish

to

hope for a goal," said Sen. John
Kcrry, 1)-Mass., who was undecided until he said Monday night
that he would oppose Simon's
amendment. "It does nothing to
reach the goal."
Simon, a .liberal whose amendment is backed mostly by conservatives._said his plan was,needed
because the government's costs
of borrowing arc squeezing out
needed social programs.
"The choice is just to continue

drifting" without the amendment
said Simon.
The House plans to vote on th,
proposal in mid-March, win or
lose in the Senate. House passage
is expected, with opponents hoping the Senate will reconsider the
amendment later this year.
Amendments approved by both
houses of Congress must be ratified by three-fourths of the states
— 38 — before they are added to
the COnstitulion

•

Recycling Comes To Murray

ATTENTION CD OWN'ERS:

Saturday will kick off Murray's new recycling program. Staffed
drop-off areas will be open in the Murray-Calloway County Park
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m to accept plastic, glass, cardboard and aluminum. Later, recycling bins will be set up in three different locations around Murray to accept recyclables. Proper preparation of
all materials is necessary. If you choose to recycle, the Area
Recycling Committee urges citizens to observe the following
guidelines:

The drastic decline in interest rates in the past four
years could mean a substantial cut in your income when
you renew your CDs.

a17%
1

We can recycle:

591%
Plastic with a "1" or "2" on the bottom
376%

Includes plastic milk jugs, soda bottles, and
many types of detergent and shampoo bottles

Remove caps
Rinse and flatten containers

1991-1992Average rate on s:x-montt1 CDs

Aluminum

Sduede;-Federal Reserve

Rinse and flatten
containers

If you have a CD maturing.
or would just like more
information on investments
that offer a high degree of
safety and the potential for
rising income, call or come

Glass jars and bottles

•Ames...

Includes clear, brown,
and green glass

FROM PAGE 1
whether the government could
continue to hold the couple without bail and whether the case
would be sent to a grand jury.
John Russell, a Justice Department spokesman, said Monday
that more than one government/
witness would present "fairly
colorful" testimony supporting
the government's contention that
the Arneses, if allowed out on
bail, would be an unacceptable
risk to flee the country.
The court papers were first
reported in today's editions by .
The Washington Nisi

Ames, former chief of the
Ames, through his courtRinse containers
CIA's Soviet counterintelligence appointed lawyer, Plato Cacheris,
Remove lids and neck rings
branch, was told to come for his
has said he will fight the charges
court appearance in prison garb, that he sold national secrets to
after Poretz denied his attorney's the SWIM and latetthe_Russians
Corrugated cardboard
motion that _be be allowed to for $1.5 million.
No food bores
wear street clothes.
Russia announced Monday it
Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark
Break down boxes
was expelling the CIA station
J. Hulkower had opposed the chief in Moscow in
response to
motion on grounds a Supreme
Court ruling that defendants are
the U.S. ouster of a high-ranking
prejudiced by appearing in prison
intelligence official from the
clothing applies only at trial.
Soviet Embassy in Washington..
Ames' Colombian-born wife, a
President Clinton kicked out the * This Saturday only, newspapers will be accepted at the recycling centar. Bundle all papers in sacks of tie with twine. Be sure
former CIA informant, did not - Russian to express displeasure
to remove all slick inserts or magazines.
file a motion seeking towear
with the Moscow's use of Ames
street clothes.
to spy on the United States.

r

by ay office.tod._
Eric Penniston
520 Main St.
(National Hotel)
753-7401'

...Edward - •
D.Jones & Co.

FREE COST COMPARISON

(502) 442-7774
SR 1. SA 13 C R

Call us

"•0 N 1 si

5009 Hinkleville, Paducah, KY

today and we'll compare our prices with what you pay now.

OUR BUSINESS IS SAVING
YOUR BUSINESS MONEYp
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Grand Opening March 7th'
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What are-you doing Thursday night?
Because there's lank else
to love in March, I love
the ugly flowers
Caine,
unlovely thanes that stink
wild ginger, skunk cabbage,
and stinking benoman
excerpt from "The Ugly
Flowers"by Andrew Hudgins

1111111=11111111111111
Constance Alexander
Ledger

colwridit

FROM OUR READERS

The best justification for the
Chamber
tory, and of images in the life of
month of March is that it contains„-- committee of the local
Christ The opening poem of The
of
Commerce.
•
"
Spring Break. And St. Patrick's *
Raised in Alabama'. Andrew
Never-Ending refers to a lynchDay, if you're into shamrocks - Hudgins leaches at the University
ing remembered from his childand all that. But poet Andrew
of Cincinnati. He is the 'ethos of
hood, the image of a "black man
Hudgins sees something else in
Dar Edam:
three books of poetry. Tbe first.
hanging from a hickory, his face
winter's postscript — the ugly
Recent discussions concerning the role and 11USSIOIrl of Murray State
Saints and Strangers, was written
vague in a mist of gnats."
flowers that come first because
University in providing educational opportunities in engineering have
in 1985 and was a runnerup for
"That's what it takes to blossom
The fact of death is clearer in
focused on existing technology programs and facilities. I would like to
the Pulitzer Prize. After the Lost
when
the
earth
thaws
soft
one
day
poem, "Dead Christ." The
provide information on other programs presently in place in MSU's
War A Narrative appeared in
poet
marvels over the lifeless figand freezes hard the next."
College of Science which prepare students for careers in several
1988 and -won the Poett' Prin.
ure
and
comments, "There seems
engineering disciplines.
Hudgins will read "The Ugly
His most. Current vOlifille Of
no
reason
he should have died.
For nearly 20 years, the Department of Physics at MSU has offered a
,Flowers" and other examples of
poems is The Never-EndinVas:His hands are pierced by holes
B.S. degree in engineering physics. This degree program requires
'his award-winning poetry on
finalist for the National Book
too tidy to have held, untorn,
students to complete a comprehensive set of core courses that are
Thursday, March 3, at 7:30 p.m
Award in 1991.
hard muscles as they writhed on
meeting
the
general
author
and
critic
engineering.
In
addition
to
by
common to all fields of
Praised
in the POgue Library on the MurNitration requirements of a state university, the core curnculuta .1r•_ra'
y State University campus. The .Doris GIU mbIC h is 'simple. spikes."
Death and resurrectiOl take
includes significant mathematics (through calculus and differential ' presentation, which is free and
direct, available, -yet profound,
many forms in Hudgins' work.
deeply religious, loving and comequations, as a minimum),a two-semester sequence in chemistry, three
open to the public, is the third in
As a reluctant gardener in
passionate." Hudgins' poetry
courses in computer science which teach scientific programming skills
a aeries of readings co-sponsored
and numerical analysis techniques, and several courses in calculusspeaks of overgrown gardens, of "Against Gardens," he confesses
by the Department of English and
to relief when autumn comes, so
based physics.
Business Council- for the MU,
the crucifixions bf southern his•
This core of courses generally takes two to three years to complete.
and is nearly idattical to the core curriculum offered at MVOS
engineering schools. In fact,.some of our students elect to transfer lo
engineering schools in this state and elsewhere in order to-compler their
undergraduate education at ABET(Accreditation Board for Engineering
and Technology) accredited institutions.
Students continuing beyond the core in the engineering physics
program at MSU select an area of specialization, which is a set of courses
tailored to the specific area of academic interest of the individual student,
and designed to give an opportunity for 1n-depth study ui a particular
technical field. Common areas of specialization include mechanics.
mathematical physics, physical chemistry. electro-optics, computer
science, and digital electronics.
These areas of study are supported by a wide array of course offerings.
many of which are equivalent to engineering courses. When combined
with adsanced offerings from the departments of chemistry and
mathematics in the College of Science, they form the foundation of a
very strong engineering education. Again, in most respects, courses
found in the first three years at a major engineering school are contained
in MSlfs engineering physics curriculum.
At present, only the University of Kentucky and University of
Louisville are permitted to offer an accredited engineering program in
this state. However.graduatesof the MSU engineering physics program
have had remarkable success in establishing careers where 0
- -engineering education is required. Gra:hetes= presently employed by
nationally-known industrial such as McDonnell-Douglas, IngersollAISD
— *CU
Rand. Martin-Marietta, NASA, Teledyne BlOWT1 Engineering, Texas
t4
Instruments, Intel, Lockheed, and SverdniP Technology.
ES
DOE
Many (literally hundreds) of these former students function as
iL ROMA
VOIANIXPE.
engineers and carry that job title as well. Top students who choose to
pursue graduate degrees in engineering schools. The strength of
engineering physics has.beea•in its versatility, and graduates of the
program perform well in researth, production, and technical support
capacities. It prepares students to compete.inthe rapidly changing world
of technology that awaits than as. we- approach the next cenuiry.
.Rather than engage in an argument over who should be the agent to
provide engineering education to western Kentucky. I choose to state
that the College of Science at MSC has already established an effective,
respected foundation an engineering education via as enguusenng
physics program. My personal expenence with this program has been
positive,and has given me a unique perspective from which to assess as
worth. lam a product of this program,one who has worked in the highly
technical aerospace industry as an engineer, and now am a faculty
The fine performance by skater
member in the Department of Physics at Murray State.
Nancy Kemgan has saved me a
Today,the engineering physics program continues to evolve, and we
considerable sum in psychiatric
are open to suggestions as to how the program could be improved or
fees.
made more responsive to the needs of this region. Economic
Only two days ago, I was prepardevekopment issues such as AVLIS technology, the communications
ing to schedule a senes of sessions
iridiistrY, and product manufacturing are domains which depend on
with a shrink to help relieve me of a
science am/engineering. Rather than dismissing extremely capable and
painful sense of shame, guilt and
qualified personssimply for the lack of an engineering label,1 encourage
cm rrassmenL
employers to consider these versatile graduates for positions where a
Actually, these dark feelings
licensed engineer is not required. They arc a tremendous resource for
came on rather suddenly. I was out 'Nancy,get rid of the muck,the pondent in Russia, who said, "The
western Kentucky.
feeling rather chipper until I hapmuck, oh, the terrible muck.'"
sound of laughter is ear-splitting.
I am convinced that engineering physics graduates can meet or
pened to glance at a sports column
That's terrible.
Boris, what are you laughing abexceed many of the engineering demands projected for our region. The
in a screechy Chicago tabloid.
"Yes, I have never seen anything out?" Boris came on camera and
100 majors in our department would welcome the opportunity to
The column solemnly began: "A
like it. Others are just sitting in a said: "Hoo-hoo, big shots, with you
compete for these technical positions
,
proud country, America is not tofetal position, mumbling; 1 am an fancy cars and TV and cheap vodka.
Murray State's engineering physics program will continue to provide
day."
So maybe our economy is mess;
American and I have no pride.
students with the best possible education in the technical physical
Feeling alarmed,! read on, and it
maybe you catch our spy in your
Nancy,give me backmy pride. Save
sciences, an education that will allow them to.establish long and
got worse.
CIA and now maybe you don't send
us from ourselves.'"
productive careers in the field of their choice.
"They're laughing at us, you
us so much money; maybe we got
That's exactly how I feel,except a
Dr. Stephen H. Cobb
know. And they should. Only in fetal Position hurts my back, so
civil wars ready to break out all over
America could a genteel sport de- just slouching.
Assistant Professor of Physics
this part of world. Maybe we got
generate into a sick sort of boxing
Murray State University
crazy people run our government.
"Now I must go. Someone is
sleaze."
But, yo-ho-ho, we don't have no
using a fire extinguisher to get rid of
After rehashing the Kerrigan- the muck on his face."
skaters get hit on leg by some
Harding unpleasartness. the sports
goofus. We laugh on you, ho-ho."
To pass the gloomy time. I turned
columnist issued this poignant plea on my TV. And there was a special
Then the network cut to Bosnia
to Kerrigan:
news report on how the world was and a scene showing hundreds of
"She is integrity and honor. She laughing at America.
Lexington Herald-Leader:
people standing in rubble, but
can clean the muck off our nation's
Late last year, the Executive Branch Ethics Commission ruled that
doubled up with laughter.
They interviewed a North Korean
face. Nancy Kerrigan, save us from
state law did not require Gov. Brereton Jones to reveal the names of
official, who laughed with great
One of them said: "Oh, boy, and
ourselves."
his partners in private business dealings.
glee and said: "Ha-ha, you imperwe thought we had problems here
Boy,did that put me into a funk. I
At the same time, though, the commission recommended that the
ialist pigs. You pick on us for trying
with Serbs, Croats, Bosnians, Muimmediately phoned a psychiatrist
law be changed to expand reporting requirements for top state officers
to build The Bomb. But you let
slims,
Christians. everybody shoot,
and asked for an appointment.
so the public would know the names of partners, co-owners and major
Tonya skate after Nancy get hit on
boom,
boom, bombs, guns. But we
"I don't know if I can squeeze you
customers of their public officials' private businesses. A poll recently
knee. Ha-ha. Now joke on you." don't know what trouble is. Big
in,
"
he
said.
"My
waiting
room
is
released by The (Louisville) Courier-Journal indicated that 80 percent
Then they switched to a CAMStrouble is woman get hit on kg with
filled, and there are people lined up
of Kentuckians favor sech a change in the law_
halfway around the block."
There is a simple reason why this change is needed. Kentuckians
I explained that mine was an
need to know- if business associates of the people who run state govemergency case. "I have lost my
ernment have dealings of their own with the state. Do they hold conReaders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
pride as an American; I believe the
tracts? Are they seeking state permits? Do they have an interest in
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
world is laughing at us. and I think I
legislation promoted by the executive branch? There's no way of spotprint letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folhave muck on my face and only
ting such potential conflicts of interest if their names remain secret.
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
Nancy Kerrigan can get rid of the
Unfortunately, as the deadline nears for filing new bills during this
writer's address and telephone number included in case verifkation is
muck."
General Assembly session, no legislation on the subject has been
neceuary (telephone numbed will not be published). Letters115
"Ask
yes,"
the
shrink said.
introduced. It is still being drafted, according to the Executive Branch
be more than 5(k) words. Letters should be t
On ant
.,.
"That's what everyone else is suffer.
Ethics Commission staff
spaced If possible. We reserve the right to
or
reject
any
mg from. It has broken out all over
We hope the drafting process is near compktion_ It would be a
and 10 limit frequent writers.
the country and has taken on almost
shame if the General Assembly missed this opportunity to give the
Lanus should be addressed to: Letter to the &flux Murray Ledger
Mk a better insight into the private business dealings of imp mom glisalic proportions. I can hear
& Times. P 0 Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
my wasting room crying

Engineering foundation already laid

he can "turn the whole mess
under." In the end, he learns from
his garden that paradise is "both
something gained and something
given up."
With a reputation as a nature
poet and a religious poet, Andrew
Hudgins also has made a name
for himself as a poetic chronicler
of the Civil War. His book, After
the Lost War, is based on the life
of Georgia-born poet, musician
and Civil War veteran, Sidney
Lanier. That work has been
termed as "extraordinary" and
"classic" by critics. "If there is a
better book of poems published
this decade, I do not know of it,"
claimed Richard.Selzer. author of
Mortal Lessons.
Hudgins' fourth book, scheduled for publication in June, is
titled, The Glass Hammer:
Memoir of a Southern Childhood.
The poet will read excerpts from
that manuscript at his reading on
Thursday night. Following the
presentation at the Pogue Library,
there will be a reception at the
MSU Faculty Club. The public is
welcome.

Cindy Barlow, lei
Casey Reynolds
skills they have

Reidlar
in MSU

MINCED!MUT AMENDMEIC ANYONE.

Dose of Nancy saves shrink fees

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

Just drop us a line ...

pimple at

bat. Lucky me. My wife only get hit
in head with bomb. Ha, ha. You
Americans. You funny. Especially
with muck on face."
They cut to a meeting at the
United Nations just in time to show
a delegate from Italy giggling as he
put a whoopie cushion.on the chair
of our representative, while the
entire chamber howled with glee.
I couldn't watch any more. So I
fled to my favorite bar, where I saw
Slats Grobnik, tears dripping down
his long beak into his beer.
"Yeah, me, too," he said. "I
always been proud to be an American. We ain't perfect But, hey, we
saved the world from Hitler and
Tojo. It took awhile and a lot of
lives, but. we knocked out big-time
communism. We've given a lot of
money to countries that are downand-out We go into Somalia to help
out. We invent most of the medicine
that keeps people alive all over the
world. And look at all the immigrants who come here and find a
good life. So I was always proud of
that.
"Now I ain't got no pride, and the
world is laughing at us, and I got
muck all over my face. All because
of Tonya and that Gillooly crew.
Jeer, I hope history don't judge
America too harshly. I think I'm
going to kill myself."
But at that moment, Tonya came
on TV and she skated poorly. Our
spirits rose a bit. And before long,
Nancy came on and skated beautifully.
And the national crisis of spirit
and pride had passed.
So I phoned the shrink and
canceled ,,Any appointment.
"Yea, everyone else has too.
They all feel fine now."
Great, but how can we avoid this
kind of crisis in the future?
"Simple enough," the shrink amid.
"You put all sports columnists on
Prozac."
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Malinauskas featured in December magazine
Addressing the issue of asseumcnt in theater departments, an
&ruck wntten by Dr. Mart Malinauskas,a professor of speech communication and theater at Murray
State University, was featured in the
December issue of "Southern
Theatre."
Mahnauskas' article titled, 'Accountability is at Heart of Process to
Define Program's Value-Added
Outcomes" appeared in the guar-ierly publication of the Southeastern Theatre Conference at the request of the editorial board, who
knew of his previously published
work on the topic. Malinauskas has
been researching this issue for the
past five years.
Chair of the College and University Division of the Southeastern
pa .!
Theatre Conference, Malinaliskas
Cindy Barlow, left, of Murray assists Reidiand Middle School eighth grader wrote in his article his inspiration to
further pursue this subject. "As
Casey Reynolds with a math project designed to help students apply the
regional accrediting agencies, state
.
skills they have learned.
legislators, and the public seek
greater accountability from educators, it is imperative that theater
programs in secondary and higher
education devise systems designed
to provide documentation that concretely demonstrates value-added
Cindy Barlow,-- of Murray, is
graded for assessment. According outcomes as a direct result of inamong thousands of Kentucky
to Barlow, all fourth, eighth and struction offered by a theater unit,"
teachers striving to implement the
12th grade students are required to he said. The primary focus of
Kentucky Education Reform Act keep a portfolio; however, she said assessment is "to see if they (the
into her teaching practices. As a
the McCracken County School Sys- theater departments) are really doReidland Middle School teacher
tem has students at every grade level ing what they say they are doing,"
and a graduate student at Murray
to keep a portfolio in math so they he said.
State Kiniversity Barkiw was
will gain the_esperience of what the
In the &tick, Malinauskas offers
selected to participate in the Murray
portfolio process involves."Most of several suggestions of assessment
State college of education's staff the things for the portfolio art what programs of instruction in the gendevelopment day which focused on
we call 'authentic' which Means eral education theater clacses and in
KERA in the classroom.
they're real-world based," she said. the area of theatre majors. In addiBarlow, who teaches eighth
"I'm having to learn some new
tion, he suggests the capstone exgrade math,and algebra, has taught things because I'm teaching diffeperience or final project for an
for two years. A 1990 graduate of rently than when I was taught,so it's
effective means of assessing. He
Barlow
Murray • State University,
new for me," she said. One of the emphasizes that the "intended learnreceived her degree in math and
new aspects of her teaching includes ing outcomes" slthpld remain on the
later ii.c.
-tived her teachitg certifithe large- amount of technology, forefront in the'decision
Making
cate in 1991.
such as computer labs and video
choosing
an
assessment
process
of
"When I graduated there wasn't a equipment, employed by the
program.
lot being taught about-KERA be-- McCracken County School System.
Malinauskas notes in his article,
cause it was so new," she said. "The students are more active learthe
"general learning categories" as
However, since that time, she has ners because the things that we're
suggested by The Association for
had the opportunity to learn more
learning are more interesting," she Theatre in Higher Education and the
about The concept of Kentucky's said.
National.Association of-Schools of
education reform effort through her
Although Barlow said teaching Theatre. In order to show the effecown teacher);'experiences and her practices still concentrate on the
education theaparticipation at Murray State's staff basics in education required for tiveness of general
ter courses, Malinauskas suggests a
development day.
students to continue on tolhe next
consistSeveral regional teachers panici- grade level, she said the methods "pre-test/post-test system"
questions
on
specific
inforing
of
pated in the staff development day, have been somewhat altered.
in addition to all the cullege- -44—reachers "subsequent each unit mation and comprehension. He explained that the benefit of this
education faculty and faculty from
with an activity," in order to system is that it is devised by faculty
Barcolleges.
According,
to
other
heighten the students' interest. One
low, during the event, each school area of education that has been administrators who have included
what information they believe to be
teacher worked in a group of six or expanded is the community and
eight college professors to. "design- parent involvement with students, the most important material from
tasks to use in their college classes." including a parent volunteer prog- the course instruction.
Regarding ascPssment of theater
The group participation included ram
:!We have some active partici- majors, Malinauskas suggests an
sharing ideas on education tech- pation on the part of the parents and
niques. "We got experience with . community members, which gets entrance interview and a portfolio
performance-based assessment on them Involved in the school and consisting of performance tapes,
creative projects,a clipping file,and
tests," Barlow said:
learning process," she said. "I think personal journals, in addition to
As a graduatestudent working on that's important — letting them be
her master's degree at Murray State, aware of what's happening in the other features.
Malinauskas said the capstone
Barlow said she has had one particu- schools."
experience
may be the assessment
KERA
lar class which addressed the
The key aspect of Barlow's teach- option chosen most by institutions
issue.
ing practices which she seems to
"Basically we talked about the find most beneficial to students is because of its cost efficiency.- AcPhilosophy behind the reform," she the "hands-on learning" process. "I cording to his article, the capstone
said."We even talked aboutsome of think (the hands-on learning) is includes the production of a one-act
the educators of history and their really essential in reaching all of the play, recital, performance in a
curriculum styles. We've looked at needs of the different kinds of monodrama, senior thesis and/or
other states and what they're doing learning styles of the students," she senior comprehensive examination.
Finally in his article, Malinauin comparison to Kentucky and we said.
skas
states, "While assessment
discussed the pros and cons."
According to Barlow, this learn- programs may be. viewed as one
Barlow is gaining even more ing process involves the use of
more administrative burden, it is
knowledge on KERA through her rnanipulatives which are hands-on
crucial,
in some cases, to the contiteaching practices at Reidland Mid- objects that enable the students to
nuing
existence
of a theater unit at
been
dle School. Her students have
"visualize the math problemsso that
doing a great deal of math applica- they understand the significance of
tions. "After we've learned skills, learning that skill." In addition,
we do projects where they have O. • answering the students'questions of
apply the skills that they'veJeanied 'Why do I need to know this?'is very
— a lot of real-world, real-life important to Barlow. She wants the
experiences," she said.
students to understand the relevance
In addition, Barlow said her stu- of the subject so they appreciate the
dents are highly involved in re- concept of what she teaches in the
search, including finding the de- classroom.
sired information from various reference materials and community
residents. Emphasis is focused on
the students' communication skills,
including their oral and written
proficiency. In order to enhance
these skills, students engage in class
presentations of the work. Students
are especially involved in video
productions. "They're very active, a
lot more active I think than the
OF MURRAY ANO CALLOWAY COUNTY INC
students in the past have been."
As part of the reform, Barlow's
Call 753-9500
students are required to participate
and remain anonymous
in the portfolio process which allows their original work to be
q II

Reidland teacher participates
in MSU staff development day

Dr. Mark Malinauskas
an institution, for it validates the
program's educational merits." Assessment allows for "continued monitonng of instructional effective-

ness," he wrote. "They also demi:in'trate to the student a need to take
individual responsibility for one's
growth in the discip'one."
Malinauskas said a theater department is extremely important to a
college.
"I think it's crucial," he said,
"because it provides cultural experience - constituency. The themes that
theater deals with are notions that
we face in everyday life."
According to Malinauskas, Murray State is doing several things to
ensure assessment of its theater
department. "We have course assessment, which is the senior capstone experience or final project,"
he said. Malinauskas pointed out
that the assessment is quite effective
because it requires the students to
implenicnt all of the course work
they had as an undergraduate. "It's

really a synthesis of all their work
throughout the years," he said.
Malinauskas has written a chapter for .an upcoming book which
focuses in detail on this type of
assessment.
Malinauskas thinks it is necessary for theater departments to be
required to perform assessments. "I think it's important for growth and
progression in the department. I
think if you don't pause to reflect on
the impact of your work then you'll
miss out on what you've done."
It is mandatory for those colleges
and universities accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools to perform assessments, Malinauskas said. "If we
can't reflect on the past then we
might be condemned to repeat it,"
he said.

High school artists to exhibit work
The region's most talented high
school artists will exhibit works of
art at Murray State University Eagle
Gallery as part of the Kentucky Art
Education Association's 10th Annual Purchase-Pennyrile Regional
High School Art Exhibition through
March 10. The opening reception
and awards ceremony will take
place Saturday from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
in the Eask Gallery located in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State.
The purpose of the Kentucky
All-State High School Art Exhibition is to "recognize,encourage,and
reward excellence in Kentucky an
students, teachers and programs at
the high school level and to bring
about deeper understanding, support and cooperation between secondary and college art faculty and
programs."
Dr. Camille Sent, from the
Murray State department of art, will
present the awards to the winners.
The presentation and reception will
take place on the fourth floor lobby
of the Eagle Gallery.
The seven pieces of art work
selected as Jurors' Awards and the
first place winners in each division
will be sent to the All-State Competition at the Carnegie Arts Center
in Covington, April 13-30. Sponsored by the Kentucky Art Education Association, the State'competition is supported in part by a grant
from the National Endowment for
the Arts and the Kentucky Department of Education. The competition is made possible by the cooperation of Kentucky colleges and
universities sponsoring the preliminary regional art exhibitions.
Jurors' Awards will be presented
to Jason Barnett, pen and ink drawing, Calloway County High School.
" Students receiving art awards
include:
--Mixed media: first place,Jason
Barnett, Calloway County -High
School and second Place. Dustin
Poole, Calloway County High
School.
--Sculpture: second place, Jamie..
Jones, Calloway County High
School.
--Pencil drawing: second place,'
Trice Dunn,Calloway County High
School.
--Ink drawing: first place, Jason
Barnett, Calloway County High
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School.
--Printmaking: first place, Peter
Albrecht, Calloway County High
School.
--Graphic design: third place,

Josh Wilson, Calloway County
High School.
--Fiber arts and textile: second
place, Holly Barnes, Calloway
County High School.

Murray State University President Dr.Ronald 4,Kurth signs a pmoctamation
designating Feb. 26 as National TRIO day at Murray State. Pictured with him
are (seated, from left) Myra Yates, director of Upward Bound; Velvet Wilson,
director of Student Support Services; (standing, from left) Odeisla Torian,
director of Educational Talent Search; Mike Young,assistant to the associate
vice president and supervisor of Educational Talent Search and Upward
Bound; and Dr. Bill Ailbritten, director of the MSU Counseling and Testing
Center and supervisor of Student Support Services.
--MSU photo

TRIO celebrates national day
Murray State University's TRIO tional Talent Search, directed by
program celebrated with other prog- Odelsia Torian. The purpose of this
rams around the country Saturday as program is to identify within the
part of National TRIO Day.
Jackson Purchase students with
TRIO consists of three agencies academic potential but who may be
— Upward Bound,Educational Ta- high school dropouts, or potential
lent Search and Student Support dropouts,and enroll them into some
Services -- designed to help both type of post-secondary educational
high school and college- students. training. Services include curricuUpward Bound,directed by Myra lum planning, crisis hotline and
Yates,serves to identifyindsupport financial aid preparation.
high school students with academic
Student Support Services, dipromise from the Jackson Purchase
who are from low-income families rected by Velvet Wilson, provides
and would be the first %ember of personal and academic support to
their- filmily to attend college. enhance the retention rate of lowAcademic enrichment, personal de- income, first-generation freshmen
velopment and cultural and per- -and sophomores and all physically
sonal enrichment are among the challenged students at Murray
areas served by Upward Bound. State. Students receive tutoring,
Closely related to this is EdUca- 'counseling and attend workshops.
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TODAY
Tuesday, kerma I
United We Ind. Murray-Calloway
Ch/7 pm •reimeng room of Calaway County Public Library
Singles Organisational Society
,SOS)/7 p m !Chamber of Commerce
Centre InksJeanne 753-0224 or Linda 437-4414
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p m :Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church
Murray Optimist Club 6 30
p m /Homeplace Restaurant
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
'taro $
Murray Area Girl Scout Leaders/6 30
p in /Girl Scout cabal
Kappa Department of Murray_
Woman s Club/6 30 p in /club house
Calloway County Band Boosters/5 30
pm ,'Sirloin Socked*
Bingo/ 7 p m 'Knights of Columbus
busiding
Par•nts Anonymous 6 p m
inlo,753-0082
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34
First Presbyterian Church/6 p m
Weeks Center open 8 a
p m Pb;
senior citizens activities
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p.m lor
senior citizens aceviees
Louis Douthiftheip senior citizens
with income tax/9 a.m -4
p.ni./Glandale Road Church of Chnst
Info/7534714 or 753-9915.

Altrilhiffre

IWO-

meenrwyti p.m./American Legion Hell.
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Murray
Calloway County Geriiiiiogical
Soostyworkshop mebrig/2-4 p.m and
meeting/4 p.m./Annex of. Calloway
County Public Library
Alpha Mu 04760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
nternationa1.7 p minom• of Hazel
Manna Meet 6 p.m Fhggly Wiggly to
carpool
Cancer Support Groupi3 p in
dining room of laurTay-Calloway County Hospital Infoiklancy Rose R N and
Mary Linn MSN/762-1100.
Bereavement Support Group Education
meeting 4 30
p in'Murray-CalkYoray County Hospital IntNancy Rose 762-1389
Blood River Baptist Associational
Youth Bible Drill.7 p m associationai
Hardin TOPS Chapter 7

in hiarciir•

_,brary

First United Methodist Church events
nciocle Lenten Service/6 p m
First Christian Church events include
Pastor's Class3 45-5 p.m
St. John's Episcopal Church *vents
include evening Prayer/5 15 p in
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Out9 am and 3 p m .
Kathleen Jones Group re/Louise
Roper/2 p.m., Boa Walker w 'Jean
Bird/7 p.m
Murray High School Senior play
Was A Teenage Dracula-5 p m at
school
Fourth District High Schock Basketball Tournament features Mayfield arid
Marshall Boys game 7 p m Murray
High School
Johnny Pherigo guest natural norn
recital:8 p m 'Farrell Recital Hail Doyle Fine Arts Center MSU Admission
free
Scholarship deadline Spday at Murray
State info/762-3225
Financial Aid deadline today at Murray State info/762-2546
Writhes West Kentucky Museum"
open 830 a m -4 15 pm
National Scouting Museum open/9
a rn -4 30 p m Into/762-3383
Wednesday, March 2
Calloway County High School SiteBased Decision Making Council/4
p.m /school
Jackson Purchase Doll Clubil 1
a rrt'
,Holiday Inn
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Auxiliary9 30 a milted floor conference room
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7-9 p in !Borderlown. Info'
Jeanne, 753-0224. or Linda,
437-4414

DATEBOOK

Wednesday, March
Ladies iriclge9 30 • m 'Murray
Country Club Info/Eva Morris.
753-8584
Senior Golf Group 9 a m
Memorial Golf Course
Weeks Center -open 9 a in -4 p.mese
senior citizens activitiesHazel Center open 10 a m -2 p m ifor
senior citizens activities
Immanuel Lutheran Church will hay,., a Lenten worship service on
Heal* Express of Murray-Calloway
Wednesday. March 2, at 7 p.m. The Rev. David Riley. pastor, will
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly.
Murray/6 30-11 30 a m and 12:30speak on "The Mouth of Christ." A soup supper will be from 5:30 to
p.m
6:30 p.m. pnor to the service.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30a m and Story Hour/10:30 am
Board of Calloway County Public
The Youth' of First United Methodist Church will host a "Order
Library 4 30 p m
What
You Want, Eat What You Get Dinner" on Sunday, March 6.
Community Baptist Church events
This is a candlelight dinner complete with entertainment with two seainclude prayer m••tingifi
p m /Dixieland Shopping Conger.
ting times of 5:30 and 7:30 p.m. A minimum donation of $10 is
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
requested. Funds will go to benefit the missions trip to Belize. For
include Bible Study'7 p in
more information or to make your reservation call 753-3812.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study
p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include CarMurray Civitan Club will meet Thursday. March 3, at noon at /
d•lia Erwin 1 30 p m , Worship
Homeplacc Family Restaurant. Civitan Program Coordinator Dr. Bob .
Committee 6 30 p m . Bible Study
Lewis repots that Lana Bell, new director of Playhouse in the Park,
Group7 pm
will be guest speaker. President Eva Mohler said that interested citiOak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and Young Peoples'
zens are welcome to attend with the Civitans to hear the speaker or to
Class* 30 pm
ittqu__about.C.iyilan_objectives.
E as 1 wood--ft-O-pIte+ • -Caryl-re
service/7 30 pm
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/630 pm
A volunteer tutor training workshop will be Saturday, M.rch 5, from
Westsid• Baptist Church events
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the new Mayfield Public Library at Mayfield. Anyinciude Prayer seroce"7 p m.
one interested in helping adults improve their literacy skills is invited
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Mission Groups.7
to attend. Contact Donna McCoy, coordinator of Calloway County
pm Sanctuary Choiral pm
Adult Literacy Program at 762-2666 Of 759-1006 for more
First United Methodist Church
information.
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 am.. Children's Handbell
Choir"3 15 p re*: AdUlt - Handbell
- M' and Mrs. Herbert Boyle of Lynn Grove announce the
Chow/4 pm. Youth Club/5 p m . Turengagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Annie Mae
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International will
ner Covenant Prayer* p m Chancel
Boyle, to Pfc. Rodney W. Dukes, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Royce
meet for a brunch-business meeting at Hickman County High School,
Chow/7 30 pm
Dukes of Murray.
St. John Episcopal Church events
Clinton, on Saturday, March 5, at 9:30 a.m. Beth Belote will present
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Taylor
include Holy Eucharist in Spanish flthe slate of new officers and Phyllis Swindler is in charge of arrangelowed by supper/5 15 pm
•
of New Concord and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Dave Boyle of Byrds
ments. .Milissia Sledd, president, urges all members to attend.
Bible clasms7 -p m 'Glendale Road
Creek.
Church- of Christ-The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. George Dukes and
University Church. of Christ events
of Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Dukes, all-of Greenville.
include Ladies Class/9 30 a m and
Heath Middle School will have its first "HMS Cheer for the Gold" •
Miss Boyle is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Bible ciasses pm
First Presbyterian Church events
on Saturday, March 5, at 10 a.m. at Heath High School Gym. This
She is currently a student at Murray State University where she is also
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p in
will be by invitation only for cheerleading competition for middle
employed.
ARK5 p m Choir Practice/6.30 p m
school squads. Admission for the public will be $2 per person. Master
is
Dukes
Pfc.
1993
Calloway
a
graduate
of
County
High
School.
He
Fist Christian Church events include
is currently serving with the 1st Calvary Division of the United States- ..of ceremonies willrbe Larry McIntosh.
Bazaar Workshopl a in -2 p m
Army at Fort Hood, Texas.
Evangelism Comminewnoon Christian
Family Fellowship dinner'5_30 p m -An Apnl wedding is planned.
Bible Study and Singles Support
Kentucky's first America's Best Teen State Pageant will be April '8
Group/6 p in. CFF Options/6 30 p m
Choir Precede/7'30
and 9 at Freed M. Curd Auditorium, Collins Center, 'Murray State
Grace Baptist Church events include
University. Age divisions will -be Best Princess, 7 to 9; Best Pre-teen,
Soul-Winning Classt 15 pm, Kids
10 to 12; and Best Teen, 13 to 18. The different competitions will
Klub, Bible Explosion ._Youth Bible
consist of interview, evening gown, and sportswear with talent comStudy. College Career Bible Study
One newborn admission and
County Hospital for Friday, Feb.
petition optional. There will be prizes in each age division. The winAdult Bible Study'7 p rn
dismissals at Murray-Calloway 25, have' been released as
First Baptist Church events include
ner of Best Teen will have her entry fee and transportation paid to
Friendship International 9 a m .
Count} Hospital- for Thursday. follows:
National America's Best Teen to be held in June at Dallas, Texas. For
Ladies' Bible Study 10 a m FellowFeb. 24, have been released as
Newborn admissions
more information call Cindy Ellis at 436-5486.
ship Supper/5 30 p in
Library
Towey baby girl, mother, Robyn
follows:
open/6 15 p m . Children's Choirs
Steelman F8 Southold° Manor,
Newborn admission
(Parents Night for Music Makers
Murray
.....Clayton baby girl, parents JoDinna
.
Klayrnata:6 30 p m
Prayer,Oakley baby girl parents, Craig and
and
Northwood,
Robert,
902
Murray.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday,
me•ting/6 45 p m , Sanctuary
Tracey, 112 Eastgate 2 475L Cadiz;
Dismissals
March 3, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. A special
Choir/7 45 p
Duncan
baby
boy,
parents.
Michael
Miss Manssa K Warkentin, Rt 1,
Murray Nigh School Senior play 1
program on "Dog Poisoning and How to Recogtnize Symptons and
Duncan and Tonya Willhelm, At. 2,
Box 197-A Murray. Mrs Angie F.
Was A Teenage Dracula5 p.m at
Box 386, Benton
Identify Sources" will be by Dr. Robert Salley of Westside VeterinaAllen. P 0 Box 1136, Pans, Tann.;
school
•
Dismissals
Barry Donelson, At 6. Box 298,
rian Clinic. At the business meeting to follow a discussion on the
Fourth District High School BasketMrs. Bertha Pearl Rumfelt, 1103
Murray.
upcoming sheep herding instinct text will be held. All interested Gerball Tournament features Calloway
EIM St.. Murray. Miss Samantha Lynn
Mrs Ginger Ann (otf arid baby boy,
and Mayfield Girls game.7 p m .'Murray
man
Shepherd owners are invited and urged to attend. For information
McCormick.
Rt
1.
Box
199
Buchanarl,N,..
RI 3. Box 100 C-1, Calvert City. Mrs
High School
Tenn.; Dan K Taylor. P 0 Box 148,
call 436-2858.
-Robyn L Dowdy, 502 North Sixth St.
Writhor West Kentucky Museum.
Murray.
Murray, Rua Garland, 609 Broad Ext,
open 8 30 a.m to 12:30 p fn and 1 30
Kaleb L Scharmahorn, 1723 SycaMurray
to 430 pm
more, Benton Robert Lee Haley. P 0
Ricky D Cunningham, RI 4, Box
Box 7, Water Valley, Shannon Michael
National Boy Scout Museum °per% 9
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America will have a Roundt354. Murray. Mrs Betty Freeman, Pt
a in -430 p m Info/762-3383
Boss, RI 2, Box 398C, Calvert City:
5. Box 142. Benton; kers Martha S
able for all leaders on Thursday, March 3, at 7 p.m. at Grace EpiscopLand Between the Lakes events
Uri
Sonya
J
Crider and baby boy.
Clark, At 1 Box 2356 Cottage Grove,
al Church, 820 Broadway, Paducah. The Cub Scout theme is "Shape,
At 6. Mayfield; Mitch G Bumphus,
include 'The Sown Wonders of the
Tenn ,
Up." Cub Scout Day Camp4ill be discussed. Boy Scout leaders will
1301 Reed Ave.. Paducah. Mrs EveSolar System'il 1 a m and 2
Alvin E Swain, Rt 1 Box 49.
lyn
discuss
Myers,
summer camp at Camp Roy C. Manchester.
1313
p.m /Golden Pond Planetarium. HorneSycamore,
Murray;
Buchanan Tenn ; Mrs Mary L
Mrs. Margie E. Pritchett and baby
place and Woodlands open/9 a m -5
Alvarez. P 0 Box 804. Murray. T G
pm
boy. Rt. 1, Box 558, Dexter, William
Shelton, 1709 Calloway Ave. Murray
W. Stow, At 1, Box 228, Palrnersville,
• • • •
Tenn.;
Oaks Country Club merribers are urged to come to meet the officers
Three newborn admissions and
Mrs. Ruth 0. Lee. 102 Williams,
and
board of directors for 1994 and see the renovations on the club
dismissals at Murray-Calloway Murray; Mrs. Hazel Strandberg. West
house on Sunday, March 6. An open house will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
View Nursing Home, Murray; Bobby G
Refreshments will be served.
Clayton. Rt. 1. Box 156, Buchanan
Tenn ,
Mrs Mary D Hall, 1210 Dogwood
Dr. Murray, William J Matheny, 304
Cooper St. Paris. Tenn, Mac L PorCalloway County High School Class of 1984 will meet Thursday,
ter. 712 McCampbell, Paris. Tenn
March 3, at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's to plan for its 10-year reunion. All
2
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Boyle-Dukes wedding
will be an event of April

Gamma Chapter plans meeting

Cheerleader event on Saturday

Teen State Pageant planned
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Four Rivers Council to meet
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Oaks Country Club plans open house
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CCHS Class of 1984 will-ineet

•
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•

class members are urged to attend. For more information call Amy
Bryan Watson at 1-502-442-8214 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Garden Card Party on March 3

•••••••

The annual Benefit Luncheon and Card Party of Garden Department
of Murray Woman's Club will be Thursday, March 3, at noon at the
club house. Bridge, canasta, pinochle, etc., will be played with prizes
awarded to the highest score at each table. Proceeds from this luncheon go toward MSU Agriculture Scholarship Fund. Reservations may
be made by calling Eva Morris at 753-8584.

•

Mid-Continent plans conference
•

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise --
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EASTER SPECIAL,
FREE SITTING FEE
- 8)(10 $
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Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College Alumni Association will sponsor an Evangelism Conference on Thursday and Friday, March 3 and
4, at the college at Mayfield. Speakers at the 2 p.m. conference on
Thursday will be Ricky Cunningham, Mark Bond, Jack Acree and
Walter K. Ayers, the lattera full-time evangelist from Texas. The
evening Session will being at 6:20 p.m. with a music concert by Rick
arid Paulette Thomasson and speakers being Acree, James Cecil, and
Ayers. Friday at 10 a.m. Don Roberts will be "quoting from memory" '
the book of Galauans and Rev. Ayers will also be speaker.

Gospel singing at Mt. Horeb
The oartsvine Soul-Stirrers will be guest at a gospel singing at Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Walnut Street, Murray, on Sunday.
March 6, at 3 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Boginning music class at library
Beginning

reading with group and individualized approaches
in six lessons will begin Monday. March 7, and continue for six consecutive Mondays from 7 to 15:30 pin. at Calloway County Public
Library. Dr. Inns Collins and members of Sigma Alpha lota fraternity
at Murray Stale University Will Conduct the classes. The class will be
MOM ID 30. To togisoor all the Public Library at 753-22S1.
MUSK
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ifOROSCOPES

41PW

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, MEI
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, teased on your own
date of birth, call I -900-988-77W Your phism_scenplay will bill,you 95
cents a Infante.)

HELEN BOUGHTON Moo
Helen Rackley, president of Gamma Tau Chapter, Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International sorority, Kathie Fleming, president of Kentucky Council of
ESA, Bertha Warner, vice presidentipresiclent-elect of Southeastern
Regional Council' ESA, Betty LassIle, member of Gamma Tau, and Wendy Berkhardt, parliamentarian are pictured at a meeting at Pattie'
Restaurant Fleming was a special guest of Gamma Tau Chapter and
she was presented a gift by Chapter President Racidey. Also present
was Helen Boughton, mother of Mrs. Fleming and publicity director of
Kentucky ESA Council. The group also visited the 1994 Adsmore Living
History Museum at Princeton.

Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Patrick Washer

Furr-Washer wedding
_vows-said-at Paduca
Lonna Caye FUR and Shawn Patrick Washer were married Friday,
Dec. 31, at St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church, Paducah.
John Dale and Robert Willett officiated.
Music was presented by Angela Harris, soloist, and the Serenade
String Quartet of Paducah.
Lectors were Michael Box of Lexington and Dave Washer of Cadiz.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mts. Lonnie C. FUR of Murray. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton D. Washer of
Cadiz. .
The bride chose her sister, Mrs. Leigh Anne Barrett of Murray, as
matron of honor.
Miss Alex Furr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy FUR of Athens, Texas, and Miss Paige Glunt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Glunt of
Paducah, served as flower girls.
Ringbearer was Donovan Washer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Washer of Cadiz.
The groom chose David Butts of Durham, -N.C., as best man.
Ushers were Guy Furr of Athens, brother of the bride, and Keith
Washer and Steve Washer of Cadiz, brothers of the groom.
A reception follow at the Ritz Hotel, Paducah. Hilary Washer of
Cadiz was guest register attendant.
After a honeymoon to Antigua, the couple is residing in Paducah.
The bride is a 1982 graduate of Murray High School and a 1988
graduate of the University of Kentucky with a bachelor's degree in
pharmacy.'She is employed by Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The groom is a 1982 graduate of Trigg County High School and a
1986 graduate of the University of Kentucky with a bachelor's degree
in civil engineering. He is employed by Florence & Hutcheson Inc.
consulting engineers.
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Pictured are members of the 50-Plus Aquatics Classes of the YMCA
working out In the heated pool at Murray State University as they do
year round, two or three times a week, under the direction of Debbie
Stom. Pictured, top photo, are, from left, Debbie Stom, director, Frankle
McClure, Gini Thompson, Kit Brookhlser, Edith Moore, Fran Dorakof,
Vicki Knight, Kathryn Wyatt, Dot Orr, Dorothy Grogan, Frences Heim,
Wilma Sanders, Dot Mason, and Life Guard Ty; bottom photo are, from
left, Lonnie Furr, Frankle McClure, Sue Stom, Robbie Trevathan, Kit
Brookhlser, Doris Hirtz, Ginl Thompson, Dot Orr, Lynda Cooper, Betty
Scott, Opal Scott, Barn i Gay, Kathryn Wyatt, Edith Noffsinger, Bess Kerlick and Louis Kerlick.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN. THE thetic ear. A last-minute dinner imiNEXT YEAR OF 41.01111t-LIFE: tation will make yeti very popular.
New business success and romantic
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22i:
contentment will make your heart Current limitations can be overcome
sing. Pay no attention to those who if you make alxild move. Explain to
think you are reaching too high. Vic- someone in a position to help you
tory is close at hand! Someone who exactly what needs to be done. Your
enters your life in June will help you dernng-do attracts new admirers!
come to a wise financial decision.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Next fall, invest in the future. Money Money is on your mind. A flash of
spent on a good education is never inspiration shows you how to put
wasted. Help young people discover your ideas across forcefully and
where their talents lie.
effectively. Friends and family
CELEBRITIES BORN ON members are supportive.
THIS DATE: children's author Dr.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Seuss, comedian Laraine Newman, thorny financial problem should be
New York. Giants Hall of,Fame discussed with a loved one. Legal
slugger-manager Mel Ott, actress commitments cannot be ignored.
Barbara Luna.
Avoid acting in haste. Negotiate
ARIES (March 21-April 19): from a position of strength when
Accept a challenge that could buying or selling.
improve your relationship with a coSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
worker. Socialize only with those 21): Someone on the sidelines could
who are cheerful and constructive. let you in on a promising financial
A quiet supper at home can be as venture. Discretion gives you addiromantic as dining out.
tional bargaining power. Children
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): add a special joy to your personal
Getting rid of certain possessions life. Let them know you care.
now would be a mistake. Try to
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
think of,another way to achieve your 19): Been in a rut too long? Welaims. Facing a problem head-on will come an unexpected chance to break
help you solve it in record time! •
out of it. Your personal magnetism
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): makes you a hit at parties. SocializTact can smooth out the kinks in a ing could play an important role in
difficult work relationship._ Artistic your business-success.
and creative efforts are favored.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Keep your own counsel in money Someone may try to muddy the
and business matters.
waters at work. Tracing a rumor to
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): its source may be impossible. Do not
Your natural confidence asserts let vague fears cause idleness. Work
itself. Thoughtful people every- on a favorite hobby or campaign.
where are becoming aware of the
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20i:
need for reform. Groups and indi- Get an early start today if hoping to
viduals will take positive action; you complete an assignment before the
benefit!
weekend. Certain people may be
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):. Take difficult to reach by phone. Send a
your time today. Haste could make- -short note asking for an immediate
waste if you rush an important job.
A close friend may' need a sympaTODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, ethical and hard working. The
sky is the limit for them professionally. so long as they have strong family
support. Flattery is music to these Pisces' ears! Soft-hearted and idealistic.
these children sometimes try to appear tough — in order to protect themselves from people who might take advantage of them. Their loving natures
make them particularly vulnerable in romance. A loyal mate is essential.
(To order el rnised and updated copy otleane Down's best-selling book -Yesterday. Toda and Foreser
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Pla.e in God's Plan.- send 511.95 plus S1 postage and handling
to
Dokon.,f/o Andrews and %Neel. PO Box 419242, Kansas City., Mo 64141. Make checlk payable to
Andrewi, and M.Meel

Support our advertisers
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Boyd's exhibit now at local library
Karen Boyd's exhibit of
images derived from principles
found in science and mathematics
is now hanging at Calloway
County .Public Library.
- It will continue through Friday,
March 11, during regular library
hours.
A slide/lecture will be presented by the artist at noon on
Monday, March 7, in the main
meeting room of the library.
The public is invited to attend.
Coffee will be prOVided for those
having lunch during the artist's
presentation.
The 12 works shown are a
selection drawn from more than
100 pieces done by Boyd. They
are entitled Soft Cantenaries,
Occam's Razor, Geometric Landscape, Homage to Betsy Ross,
Tuesday's Knot, Chalice of
Melange, Cloning of Red,
Equivocation, Egyptian Terminal
to Eternity, Satan's Sprial, Trinity, and A Cake for the Carcinoma
Crowd.
Boyd said "the images reflect
an interest in the purity of form,
and the absoluteness of mathematically derived shapes. For this
.• artist it is where science and
religion meet in a quest to imagine the unknown. I have always
tried to make something beautiful, rather than depressive or
ugly. I want to be uplifted with
art, not hcr
a irvoyeur into someone's
private
or!
"In these works, both woven

and created by handpulled linen
sheets, I wish to celebrate the
best in human activity rather than
the baser modes of behavior. I
enjoy the fact that children have
always responded positively to
my work: they are unencumbered
viewers who see things in an
honest, direct way."
The artist added "If one reads
the titles and looks carefully at
the sculptural forms, one may be

able to ascertain the use of the
parabolic curve, the catenary
curve, the moebius, the helical
twist. The variation in size speaks
to the issue of scale, an important
factor when flying form to an
idea. I have made art that is eight
inches tall and art that is 16 feet
tall. One size creates a feeling of
intimacy and one a feeling of awe
at the immensity of our
universe."
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MENOPAUSE
presented by

DP. Slept=11 Hall
Obstetrician/Gynecologist

110eishe 1914 Saturday Minn
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Apr. 16 Contraception
Dr Stephen K Hall, OB/GYN
Apr. 30 Lot's Talk About Your Medications
Mike Pipkin Pharmacist

famasisusCAMA(ILLECLIENCIVI
1103 Peppily Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071 •(302)762 1100

:
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Saturday, March 5
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Education Unit, Classroom
9 a.m.-11 a.m.
reregistration is required. Call(502) 762-1384 by
noon Thursday. March 3 All Saturday Seminars are
free and open to the public. Contact hours are
awarded to healthcare professionals who attend

Karen Boyd, exhibiting artist at
Calloway County Public Library,
hangs "The Chalice of Melange," a
weaving that was inspired by the
science fiction, "The Dune" where
a spiced drink was used to evoke
prescient powers

I-

• *
•

will be featured in the Murray Ledger & Times
special edition "Miss Spring" to
be published Tuesday, March 22.
0
Don't miss the opportunity to be included
in this special issue. Call any of our
advertising sales representatives before March 14, 1994.
Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith, rennifer Hale
or Stuart Alexander.
753-1916

• •
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Racers escape Martin 801-77 in fina
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Racers finish OVC4
with record 15 wins
ily__STeVE PARKER
Sports Editor
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MARTIN, Tenn.• — Murray
State, which clinched the Ohio
Valley Cenference championship
a week ago, had to fight. NO
from a 16-point halftime deficit
to claim an almost meaningless
a
80-77 win over last place UT2 fteflaci• 1
0- 31
Martin.
ANON)4401-4440, F431344..04--1134.73, 13 Si ro40041
But Racer coach Scott Edgar
Ann 14. Tem Moro45 aimodi 121 asiffer,
17 aims How 4, TONI
am"
doesn't mind saying that he was
thaws 31 TOM ic•As—
Pfeil 111104140
17 4-4 327
Wimp Si 14 Two
scared to death to go to Martin
Monday night.
crown-wearing heads.
Any wonder?
--Leading--SeOfer---Moreus- -BrOWEI----'11:11at—real4 _swat _alma_ my
injured the arch in his left foot head sitting over there.," said
Hoard, who started the second
Saturday against Austin Peay and
half and finished with four key.
didn't feel up to playing. Antvian
points and a team-high eight
Hoard missed practice Sunday
night and sat the first half. And, rebounds in -16 minutes. . t.,•
"We think about it," senior
most important, the Racers had
Michael James said of the Top
very little to gain with a win.
25, "bit we &tit let it get in our
Then, when they found themminds."
selves down 16 at halftime, reekEdgar admitted afterwards that,.
t) began to set it.
his team has been "npit". for such
They had a' lot to lose.
3 game the last two weeks.
Playing- the same day that the
STEVE PARKERtooger I Toros photo
"I think they learned a lesson
Associate Press showed the RacMurray State head coach Scott Edgar, left, inspects the wreckage after a two-Racer collision at mid-court between Michael James, right, and Marcus
hut they didn't have to lose by
ers with 21 votes on the latest AP
Jones, left, • during the Racers decisive run to start the second halt
lop 25 poll to put thentin 32nd
it," said Edgar, almost as relaxed
position, the thoughts Of vanishafter the game as he was during
ing in next week's poll and facthe game.
in our mouths because we didn't to 22-4. leaVes for Nashville,
. 80-77 lead. UtrMartin's DeMark-' son's biggest OVC upset.
ing a lower seeding should they
-Brown, who played only the o. Wright -missed badly on a
,"Even c_with as many good finish (season) on a--high note," Tenn. on Wednesday to begin
•
make the NCAA Tournament's
final 4:52, hat a free throw with three-pointer at the buzzer and things as we did, if we hadn't said Edgar.
II See Page 9
Murray State, which improved
field of 64, danced through their :11 left to give. the Racers an
Murray State avoided this sea- won it would've left a sour taste
•-

\Ids' Houston steps down amidst 5-19 year
By TOM SHARP
AP Sports Wntur
KNOXVILLE Tam. (AP) —
Wade Hotiston met all the cnteria
,et our for him as Tennessee's
'
,3sketball coach except the most
obvious one. He didn't. shin
'.enough games.
Houston is widely hailed as a
entlemarit in a sometimes unrefried spot and as a coach who
Ares ibout Ins players off the

the university to openly -pursue
•
its search for a--new" coach, assure
But he accepted a negotiated
resignation- 'Monday with two a smooth transition in the proggames left in a regular season ram, help our recriiits to make a
that could be Tennessee's worst more informed and :knowledgein 30 years. With an overall able choice of institutkins. and
record.of 65-87 'in five seasons, enhance my. and the . staff's
,opportunities to pursue our career
his departure is no surprise..
Houston said he decided to res- goals," he said.
The Vols are 5-19 this season
ign now for his own good and
that of the players and the school. and last in the SEC's cistern
.
.feel that the announce- division at 2-12. Tennessee is on
ment at this juncture will allow track for its worst regular season
Court

said.
62 team finished
'irice the I-961,
Dickey said he negotiated
4-19.
Athletic director Doug Dickey
Houston's resignation beciuse
said Tennessee had agreed. to pay "the expectations of our basketthe base salary for the .two years ball program exceed where we
remaining on Houston'scontract, are."
"This is not a time that anyor S200,000, plus an additional
body in my position enjoys. You
S50,000 in the' negotiated
want success for everybody, but
settlement.
"1 think we got to a point in
you don't always get that. You
discussions between Wade and
get to a point where you need to
myself where , we thought this 'do something differently, and I
was an appropriate time," Dickey think we pretty well arrived at

that point.Dickey said he will start looking for a replacement immediately, although he would not discuss
any candidates.
However, -the names most frequently mentioned are Ralph
Willard of Western Kentucky,
John Calipari of Massachusetts
and Pete Gillen of 'Xavier.
Dickey said he has no particular criteria. in mind for the next coach.
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Parker's 29
highlights
MSU finish

FOURTH DISTRICT

1111

Lady Tigers downed 55-51
after taking Marshall to limit

Staff Report
siti.,rray Ledger & Times
MARTIN. Tenn. — Jennifer
Parker ended her Murray State
,:areer on 3 high note, but the
Lady Racers couldn't cap the sea.on %kith a comeback win.
Despite Parker's game-high 29
points. Murray State fell 87-81
Monday night at TennesseeMartin to finish the first season
under head coach Eddie Fields at
6.20
But, the Lady Racers didn't go
down easy. '
Trailing 52-39 with 17:30 to
plav. Murray Slate went on an
- run over the next eight
minutes to pull within 59-57 on a
Renee Hornbuckle layup with
938 to play.
Murray took its first lead since
late in the first half when Parker
drilled a 3-pointer from the top of
the key to make it 66-65 with
6 16 to play
Martin (7-19) grabbed the lead
. hack with a layup at 5:35 and the
Lady Pacers never trailed the rest
of the way, though Murray closed
the gap to 81-78 with :52 to play.
Tara Tansil led Martin with 26
points.

By MARK YOUNG
Stan Writer
Both Murray and Marshall
-COunty had their minds somewhere else Monday night.
The Lady Tigers were thinking
back to their -two previous meetings with Marshall this season,
games in which they led early
only tci be blown out.Marshall, meanwhile, had their
thoughts on the more distant past
— last year's Fourth District
tournament — when they were
eliminated an the first round by
Mayfield on the Lady Cardinals'
home floor. Both teams were
hoping history wouldn't repeat
itself.
And while Murray's hopes
held true through the first three
quarters, it was Marshall whose
hopes reigned supreme is they
outscored the Lady Tigers 13-2 in
the fourth quarter to post a 55-51
comeback win in the district tournament at Murray High School,
sending them into Friday night's
championship game and the regMAW YOUNG/Lodger I Times photo 1 ional tournament while ending
Norm bonier Bonnie Payne is closely guarded by Marshall Counly's Murray's season at 14-10.
&igen, Heyward in -Monday night's Fourth -*strict tournament game at
Murray took the lead over
Murray Iligh School.
-

DV

OPEN

*
Term

Marshall 55, Lady Tigers 51

5 Points Café
Rd.

901 Goldwater
liameawisig
•Hastaimade IIIM•hroom.
offaarissaak mum rump
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aasi inedisiab
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BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
Cooper
TiRiS

*
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WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-11111
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Marshall late in the first quarter
and held it throughout the third
period, when they led by as many
as 10 points, but the fourth quarter was entirely different.
The first minute of the last period was played exclusively on
Marshall's end of the floor as the
Big Orange Was scoring seemingly at will while Murray had problems even getting the ball in
bounds, and when they did, there
was always a Marshall player or
two there to take it away.
"Marshall knows how to finish
a game, and their pressure got to
us for a couple of minutes; that's
the worst Way to start the fourth
quarter, and it's the one that
counts," Murray coach Jimmy
Harrell said. "We were looking
for some respect, and we learned

tonight how we're capable of
playing on given nights." _Marshall scored the first eight
points of the fourth, ail on ilte
inside,-,while the Lady Marshals'
defensive pressure exploded on
Murray. The Lidy Tigers' lone
basket of the fourth was by Bonnie Payne, giving Murray a 51-50
lead,. but Marshall countered with
two jumpers from Brigette Howard to regain, the lead for good,
54-51.
Then things got a little wild.
Marshall's Tara Fukon missed
two free throws with 2:01 to go.
but Murray shot an airball on the
other end at the 1:26 mark. Marshall threw the ball away 30 seconds later, but Murray's Stacy
Thomas missed three three-point
attempts in the final minute and
Marshall's Amy Moore sealed the
win on a free throw with five seconds remaining.
"They were guarding our perimeter shots, but when time is
running down, you've got to take
a shot, and sometimes you don't
take the best one," Harrell said.
"We weir going to try to get it
See Pegs

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price'

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Serviet
512 South 12th St., Murray
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
PASU track runs at Indoor championships
Several Murray State athletes ran personal bests at the OVC
Woo' Championships at Martin this weekend where the women
took fourth and the men fifth, while the women's tennis team competed against three schools in Birmingham, Ala.
Heather Samuel led the women by winning the 55 meters with a
-ristime of 6.93 and the 200 meters at 24.5. She also finished fourth in
the long jump with a distance of 19-3 and knchored the mile relay
*am including Felicia Ford, mernette Forde and Charmaine Thomas, which finished second with a time of 3:51. Also tOrning in a
good performance for Murray was Thomas, who won the 800
meters with a personal best of 2:16 and ran on a distance medley
team containing Melody Helgerson, Dana Bellair and Charlene
Shobc, which finished second with a time of 12:50. In addition,
Melody Helgerson ran personal bests to finish second in the 5.000
and third in the 3,000 and Felicia Ford beat her personal best by
two seconds to come in second in the 400 meters at 56.90.
For the men, Shawn Edmondson won first place in the pole
vault, clearing 14 feet-, while Greg De-aves took third in the shot put
with a distance of 48-8. The distance medley team of Trevor
Hamilton, Lyndon Hepburn, John Proctor and Jon Russell finished
third with a season's best time of 10:49.40 and Chris Barringar finished fourth in the 3,000 and 5,000 with personal best times of
8:43.66 and 15:11.40.
Chris Granacki led the tennis team again this weekend, both in
singles and doubles with partner Susan Moulder. Granacki won the
No. 5 singles match against Arkansas-Little Rock 7-5, 7-5 and the
No. 4 match against Samford 6-3, 6-1 Saturday, and combined with
Moulder to win the No. 2 doubles matches against both schools.
Also leading-Murray was Amy Hall, who captured the Lady Racers' lone victory against Alabama-Birmingham with a 6-4, 6-3 win
in No. 6 singles, as well as a 6-0, 6-2 win over Arkansas-Little
Rock.

Dean, Banks key
Middle over EKU

SE Missouri 98,
Austin Peay 72

•Racers escape...
FROM PAGE 8
their run towards an NCAA Tournament automatic bid. They also
will carry an unheard of 15-1
conference record to the
tournament.
"These •kids have won more
OVC games than any other team
in conference history," said
Edgar. "Some teams have gone
undefeated, but nobody has won
fifteen games."
Murray State has won 17 of
their last 18 games, but Monday's
win came in scary fashion.
After shooting 30 percent
against Martin's stretched zone in
the first half, Murray State
opened the second half with a
14-0 run to pull within two
points, 45-43, with only two and
a half minutes expired.
"We attacked more and got the
game going up and down," said
Edgar, who unleashed the fullcourt press right from the start of
the second . half. "We scored
before their zone got set or while
it was 'being set."
After Murray's quick run to
start the second half, UT-Martin
got their first score in three and a
half minutes when Sidney Benton
hit a layup.
Over the next seven minutes,

the game was tied four times and
the lead changed hands six times.
With the score tied 61-61, Martin
went on a 9-0 run to take a 70-61
lead with 7:52 to play.
Dewayne Powell, leading all
scorers with 29 points, hit two
free throws with 2:18 to play to
push Martin ahead 75-74. Murray
State's leading scorer, Marcus
Jones, answered back with a huge
3-pointer of his own to put Murray up for good 77-75.
After a Martin miss and key
Jerry Wilson rebound, Brown followed up a Hoard miss to give
the Racers a 79-75 lead. Felipe
Phillips hit a layup to pull Martin
with two before Brown's free
throw.
Brown hardly broke a sweat,
but hit his first shot, a 3-pointer,
and finished with six points. The
6-3 sophomore couldn't walk on
Sunday and Preferred to rest on
Monday.
"I thought we'd come in here
and take care of business and I'd
get a chance to rest, but that's
they way it goes," said Brown. "I
was so anxious. When we were
down sixteen or seventeen
started looking at Coach."
"I guess at the seven minute.
mark I told him to get looser

Edgar said Of his decision to play
Brown. "I talked with him and
the doctor this morning and the
words were: Not unless we have
to.

"Had we not been in the game
I wouldn't," the coach continued.
"1 know he's a special player statistically and emotionally."
Murray State was outrebounded 29-22 after a first half
of standing around, but they owned the boards in the second half,
winning 28-16.
"They're so daggone strong
and big, in the match-up defense
(zone) it was hard to block 'em
out," said Martin coach Cal
Luther. "We knew they were
going to come back at us.
They're too talented; they've got
all those shooters outside and all
those animals inside."
Jones led the Racers with 22
points and William Moore, starting for Brown, scored 11 points.
Freshman Vincent Rainey scored
eight and Jerry Wilson added
seven and Cedric Gumm had six.
Murray State shot 14 percent
from 3-point range in the first
half and 43 percent from the free
throw line as Martin built a
I7-point lead with 1:26 to play in
the half.

• CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP) — Pill Robinson scored 18
points and Luther Bonds added
17 to lead Southeast Missouri
State University to a 98-72 victory over Austin Peay State University Monday night.
The match wrapped up both
teams' play in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Although Austin
Peay (11-15 overall, and 10-6 in
the conference) never led the
game, the team still finished third
in conference play. Southeast
Missoun (10-16, 5-11) finished
sixth.
The Indians had three other
players in double figures. Curtis
Shelton and Keith Brooks each
scored 15 points, and Jermall
Morgan had 12.
Tyrone Beck scored 26 points
and John Jenkins added 13 for
the Governors.
Southeast Missouri led 39-37
at the intermission.
Tennessee Tech 112,
Morehead SL-7-1--COOKEVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Tennessee Tech senior Robert
West scored a career-high 35
points Monday night as the Golden Eagles closed out their regular season with an 82-71 victory
over Morehead State.
The Golden Eagles (9-20, 5-11
Ohio Valley Conference) trailed
31-29 at the break before using a
16-2 run to subdue Morehead
(13-13, _8-8).
With Tech holding a 57-56
edge with 7:10 to play, West led
a 16-2 Golden Eagle run with 11
points, including three consecutive 3-point shots, for a 73-58
lead.
Morehead State was able to
trim its deficit to 74-68 with 1:33
to play, but the Golden Eagles
held on for the win.
Tech's Lorenzo Coleman
grabbed ii rebounds and tied his
own school record for blocks in a
game with nine.
Kelly Wells topped Morehead
State with 20 points.

%feet
4, ••••

Lady Tigers stretched the margin
to 10, 47-37 later in the third on
consecutive baskets by Sarah
Snyder and Wendy Dowdy.
The Lady Tigers led 49-42 at
the end of three quarters, and
looked to be on their way to the
upset before the fourth quarter
debacle.
Thomas turned in one of her
best performances of the season,
leading all scorers with 22 points,
but Payne was the only other
Murray player in double figures,
scoring 10. The Lady Tigers shot
22 of 54 from the field for the
game, but only one of 10 in the
fourth quarter, and four of six at
the free throw line. Murray was
outrebounded 34-25 with Snyder
grabbing nine.
Marshall, which shot 21 of 59
from the outside, was led by
Howard with 17 points while
Amy Moore had 12 and Fulton

and Shana McDougal contributed
10 apiece. The Lady Marshals
were 13 of 18 at the free throw
stripe.
"We knew we could play better
than we did in the first two
games with them," Harrell said of
his team, which has no seniors
and will return everyone next
season. "I'm proud of them. We
had the mindset 'No fear, no
surrender.'
"We knew we had to answer
their baskets, and we did," he
said. "If we kept the game in the
50s, we thought we would have a
chance to win and we did that
too. But any time you play Marshall you've got to expect a run.
Marshall didn't shoot as well
tonight as they did in the first
two games against us this season,
but we played harder on defense
too. Maybe now we've got the
monkey off our backs."
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PRO BASKETBALL
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NOW OPEN!
Serving A Breakfast Buffet
MónSàt

5:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Sun. 5:30 a.m.-11 a.m.

RESTAURANT
(Formerly Sue & Charlie's)

Dinner Is Served
Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Fish Dinners
Our Specialty
Adult Dinners, Catfish or Icelandic Cod, starting at $5.49
Up To Our All-You-Can-Eat Dinners For $8.49
Dinners served with old-fashioned white beans, slaw, potatoes,
and the best hushpuppies you ever put in your mouth!

Highway 68 in Aurora • 474-2202

ELECTRIC TOOLS

• 30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed.
• If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied (within 30
days of purchase) you can ex.change the product or receive a
complete refund.

Large Selection of Milwaukee Tools on Hand

HOLESALE
206 E. Main

LECTRIC
SUPPLY

753-8194

The Courier-Journal and
your hometown newspaper.

.1

Bob is in dced

Perfect go-togethers.

KENTUCKY
FINANCE...

Nvc% IA to the' I JIM

Right here, in the pages of this paper, is a good look at
, what's going on close by. And when you add a mail subscription
to TheICA'-wirier-journal you-have an even wider view of things.
-•-
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Proudly Serving
the Murray
Community
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40 Years
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FARM BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
I
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Every day, you'll get state and regional news from ten exclusive
--- ---- --- - C-11 news bureaus throughout Kentucky and Southern
Indiana. And you'll get in-depth coverage of events from
_... around the nation and the world.

Op lisimiteraisivid

•• tO1

It vou like doing

and

'See me tor all you, holy trarance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

Experience • Knowledge • Personal Service

Bob Cornelison

"%per IA

Jane Rogers Ins.

Ow

SPECIAL
AGENT

v%.o. in

SPonaurad By•
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MI Lady Tigers...
FROM PAGE 8
Through the first three quarters, though, it was all Murray as
the Lady Tigers came out fired
up and ready to play.
Poppy Hogsed opened the
game with a three-point play
before Marshall went on a 14-5
run to take a 14-8 advantage.
But Murray scored the last
nine points of the first to take a
17-10 lead, and they didn't trail
again until the fourth quarter.
Murray's shooting touch was
on line in the first half while
Marshall's was a dud. Marshall
managed to tie the game at 23-23
in the second quarter on the heels
of a 9-2 surge, but Murray countered with an 8-2 run of their own
and went on to take a 33-29 halftime advantage.
Two Thomas baskets at the
outset of the third frame gave
Murray a 37-39 lead, and the

SCOREBOARD-1

SEMO, Tech get wins
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) — Milton Dean scored 23
points and Jevon Banks added 17
Monday night as Mi4ale Tennessee rallied to top Eastern Kentucky 82-75 in an Ohio Valley
Conference game.
Middle Tennessee (8-18, 4-11
OVC) wiped out a 45-38 lead by
Eastern Kentucky (13-12, 8-7)
with an 11-3 run early in the second hall
Dean and Paul Washington
each scored 4 points during the
spurt that pushed the Blue Raiders on top 49-48 with 17:28 still
to play.
Middle Tennessee increased its
lead to 71-61 with 3:41 to play
on a jumper by Tim Gaither.
Eastern cut the Blue Raider lead
to 74-69 with 1:15 to play but
could get no closer.
John Allen topped Eastern
Kentucky with 27 points.
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Jades Lyles laantyr Burksen. Card Downy. Torn Bone's

KENTUCKY
FINANCE
too South Sth • Downtown Murray • 753-2621 •9-5 Mon -Thur./S.6 Fn

The Courier-Journal Bargain Offer
Its a great deal on mail delivery of the daily Courier-journal Monday through Saturday
Please call I-800-866-2211 for more information without obligation.
The money-saving Bargain Offer price is available through March 5,1994, and
is not Accepted where carrier delivery is availalble.
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Calloway High School students volunteered to aid the director of the
Pacific Ocean Green Sea Turtle Research and a marine biologist capture and tag more than 30 turtles in Hawaii

Derek Burckett, Ben Coney, Aaron Cowan and Robert Schindler, primary students at East Elementary, got a chance to see a Raffia Hunting
bag, a mask from the Ivory Coast, a coiled rattan basket and a handcarved wooden sculpture that came In a suitcase of African Art, rented
from the JB Speed Museum in Louisville

INV
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Southwest students Mitcheil Johnson, Krishna Dick and Char Robinson
make gingerbread houses for Christmas gifts

Floor, 403
Kentucky 4
not be accei
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CCHS freshmen Jason Kelso and Jaresa Casey wrote and performed
dramatic sketched after studying a drama unit

Elizabeth Musser, Kyle Overby and Kimberly Dyer, East Elementary
primary students, crafted their own thumb pianos after seeing a handmade thumb piano from Africa.
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opened and
time. Note:
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Southwest students Bryan Craig delivers a letter to Kele Craig during t
We Deilver" program sponsored by the U S Postal Service
-
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Murray Middle School student work In the computer lab on their eighth grade portfolios. Pictured: Eric Parks, Jennie Hopkins, John Hodge,
Nathan Hughes, David Matt and Ellen Carpenter.
Seventh graders- at Calloway Middle are participating in a joint unit
study Involving Stars 7 and TNT 7 classes. Students are researching
past decades of this century with the help of librarians and materials in
MSU's Waterfield Library.
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Cattle Dowdy, a 6-year-old Murray primary student, reads stories to a
fourth-grade community reading class at MMS.

1

rit-th graders at North Elementary raised $161048 for the St Jude
2,• ,c-er s Research Hospital with a matti-a-Mon
inisergt.
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North Eitmentary firth graders Chris Thorne, Bret Mayall, Matt Robertso" and Sarah Johnson were the top fundraisers during a math-a-thon
help St Jude ChIldreff's Research Hospital

ISchool Supply

Susan Hart and Cheisee Thompson, Murray Middle fourth graders, work
on a science project comparing learned and inborn behaviors.
,
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited bv the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approllintatt ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
question and comments ahoulkarea public schools to the Murray
City Schools (7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools

(753-2/03).
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Dollar the Clown from the Bank of Benton and Andy Dunn from the
Bank of Murray showed Robertson Elementary students different ways
to count a dollar.

Run this 2
hodsever
for S160 c

Call 7;

-TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

Terry
Tatlock

EYI

License
Agent

Your child s education is very
important to us

That is why we

carry a large inventory of educational

•nd enjoyment rending nustorial W-- --help

Child

your child learn and grow

through their primary years

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.

' emu Wool me the laway different

Woo w• bow Is abr.

REDPIORE
--CARD*

Ckissemilt Ras
Ilkerrey

Downtown Murray • 7534968

Davelopm•nt Center
•

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 VOWS
Geis Corneleen Direcaor
on lidokstard (*wow
Kathy E
100 South 111th • Mum" • 7164/27
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING:
Murray Calloway Transit will hold •
public hearing and coordination meeting on March 9, 1994 at Weak@ Community Center, room 200, at 1:00 p.m.
The purpose of the hearing is for operational and capital projects within the
section 18 grant application.

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE
The Finance and Administration Cabinet of

Kentucky desires to lease approximately
400 square feet of office space with 2
reserved parking spaces to be located in
Murray, Kentucky.
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:30 a.m. Monday
March 14, 1994. Please designate the type
and location of the property; the name,
address, and phone number of the property
owner; and the date of availability, and
forward same,along with a scaled or dimensioned floor plan showing the interior layout
of the existing building to include walls,
doors, windows, and columns to: Division
of Real Properties, RE:PR-3932, ATTN:
Leasing Branch, Bush Building, 3rd
Floor, 40.1 Wapping Street, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601-2607.(FAX responses will
not be accepted.)
All responses received will be publicly
opened and read at the above designated
time. Note: If you plan to attend the bid
opening and have a disability which requires accommodation by the Division of
Real Properties, please contact our office by
Thursday, March 10, 1994 to permit us to
make reasonable arrangements.
Any property selected for lease must meet
OSHA specifications, as well as ADA guidelines and all applicable building codes as
enforced by the Division of Building Codes
Enforcement.
Arrangements will be made to view all
properties meeting the, general specifications of this lease project. A representative
of the Leasing Branch will contact you so
that an appointment can be made to inspect
the proposed facility. For any additional
information, contact Jim Butler of the Division of Real Properties at 502/564-2319.
020
Notice

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion 41 their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only Gni incorrect insertion.
Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

MONEY SOURCES For
start-up businesses,
growth, development, expansion, inventory, leverage buyout etc We also
pay caSh for Your mortgage (502) 492-8542

SEARS
Open Sundays
I p.m -4 p.m.

753-2310
GARTH Brooks tickets'
Great seats'(4)- 3/3 show,
$75/•• obo (615)
297-1428 or (615)
356-4767 leave message

Happy
t3irthday
to
Philip, Lomeli,
Dayna, Brandon,

Dorothy and
Stephen

Sherry
JUMP start your crop with
AMPLIFIED 0 horn Conklin
Products, made by university of Arizona A seed germination aid helps seed
over come stress. Better
root 8 stem formation, provides added energy to
seed helps increase stand
8 yield Cost about 52lacre
753-0833
J

Happy

EMPLOYMENT Notice
FuN & part time postitions
Crosslands Golf 8 Country
Club Benton, KY (adjacent
to Jonathon Creek) Cur
rently accepting applica
eons & resumes for Pro
Shop & course mainte
nonce (knowledge of golf is
desirable) Forward to RI 5
Box 454 A Benton KY
42025
FULL service recording
studio needs motivated
people to sell commercial
audio advertising & related
service in the W KY/Lakes
area Broadcast media
sales experience helpful
Send resume & cover let
ter Box holder, PO Box
459, Hopkinsville, KY
42241

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIP
INO
Earn up to
$2 000./mo working on
cruise ships or land tour
companies World travel
(Hawaii Mexico Carr,
bean) Summer and full &
time employment available
No experience necessary
For more information call
1 706 354 6900 ext 0910
24hrs

Birthday,

Income Tax
Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
call Tony Page at

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Wed Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-811.9 or
I 800-649 3804
,•

YOUR
AD
CTLI_AD

--

you, Or

your

insurance,
must pay has hem
increased to $696 in
1994
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or astioawkle
1-800-455-4199
'ger 3201 you d service

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

11.E
ma
iE
CALL
753-1916
PAYING more than $1,850
per month for nursing home
care? You're paying too
much private pay facility,
you choose doctor. hospital, pharmacy TN has $250
rebate monthly, your cost
then $1,600 Puryear Nurs
Ing Home, Puryear, TN
38251 901-247-3205

753-8107
Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System

• Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

• Float Trays

Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

(502) 435-4415

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.fgQ

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796
Attlefica

5eCOnd

Car

Ugly Duckling
tiaLEGIEECIall
I °Cations Coast to Coast

LONELY? To meet singles
in your area All ages Con
tact Locus USA 2342 Uni
versity Station. Murray. KY
42071 3301
MEET nice singles w/
names, phone Ire Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000
nso

lost

Terry
Tatlock

1-800-831-3239

025

And Found

1'

Construction available on greenhouses.

USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter, promotes uniform
spreading increases penetration reduces foaming,
assists in suppension of
chemicals at a cost of
S 50/acre 753-0833

Personals

LOST dog in vicinity of Anderson Shores. Pekingese
redish/brown 474 0107

Nita
Wooed
APARTMENT manager,
full time po
must
have ex'-104re
ode
OS\0
ooft.•
oad St
urray, Ky
4

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1•800-THE-DUCK

EARN up to $1,030 woody
processing mail Si now

no seperienos tree sup-.hes trdormabon, no
Migmon,sendS ASEto
Mime, Dept 26, PO Box
IS, Bangs Texas 76623

112 So 12Ih
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

If you are enthusiastic, motivated
and have a strong
ambition to succeed

121 South at Sed,ilid Y
Mayfield, KY 42066

.11P
vis. 14.761Ph
4

502-251-3417 c--"%

4
/V

Hours Mon -Sat 10 a m -6 p.m.. Sun. 1-5 p m
Shelia Tuckar
Jerry II Lisa °Bryan

our Personnel Dept.

Monday & Tuesday
9 a.m. tp 5 p.m. for
an interview 901642-7405.
Benefits include*,
"Paid vacation
"Free company
trainMg
"Monthly incentives
"Management
,traming

EARN up to $3 000/mo pro
cessing mortgage refunds
in your area NO experience
necessary 502-569-1962
• LOCAL insurance agency
has opening for customer
service representative with
property and casualty experience preferred Secretarial and computer skills
helpful. Fringes include
eight paid holidays, single
health, life and disability
insurance and two weeks
paid vacation after one
year Salary commensurate with experience. Send
resume to PO Box 1040 E,
Murray, KY 42071
MANAGER TRAINEE The
courier journal has an
opening in State Circulation
Opportunity to become a
division manager responsi
ble for sales & service
College graduate or equi
valent business experience
preferred Must be willing to
travel & relocate within KY
or Indiana Salary $18 500
to start plus company bene
fits Send resume to Mike
Heynolds, The Courier
Journal, PO Box 740031,
Louisville, KY 40201-7431
Equal Opportunity
Employer
MANPOWER temporary
services is now accopang
applications for clerical and
industrial workers For an
appointment, please call
(502) 443 5557 today
Manpower is an Equal Opportunity Employer
PART time yard work,
some painting & general
maintenance must be hard
working energetic de
pendable & able to work
without supervision Must
have own transportation
753 3018
POSITION available for
couple in resident management (maintenance/office)
of manufactured home
park Telephone for info or
appointment David Dar
net, 901-885-5874

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No ego
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219 794 0010 ext
7159, Etam 9pm 7 days
YATCH club now hiring
waiters. waitresses bartenders 8 some kitchen
help for recreational see
son Call Becky 362 4444

MOO

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 NOW 10 Johnew Rosonseri Rood South le So
Hal. Road rilet1 on So He. Rood 1/4 mile
04'

•

MI

753-0466

I

1 ,1,11 IT

C,1).A .1.1A t,)1/

P.O.Box 1033

Murray

A 18 STORE ROUTE Contemporary Greeting Card
Business No selling Re
quires 8-10hrs per week
Income to $1,000+ a week
Investment required
$15,600 1 800-822-7454
BIG MONEY' Local yen
ding route Need to sell
quickly' 1-800 568 2134
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Family business available
in Murray. area Pert time
possible Income to
$51.000 Sell for 125,000
cash Serious inquires only.
call 1-800969-5650
140
Want
To Buy

CANOE, aluminum or kb
Call 759-4803 leave
message
CASH for mobile home
tees & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

Desessee

11 Messes
CLEANING houses is my
business Ratable and ex
penenced references Cal
Linda 7599553

WANTED Original old log
house barn, or individual
logs in good condition Cal
after 5pm or leave message on machine
1 502-653-6196

5 FORMALS 1 long
sleeves Approximately
size 9-10 Price negotiable
435-4.490
BOGARD trucking and excavating, ono We haul lop
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip- rap 759-1828
CHAIN saw- SOhl 0-44 with
24 bar Used one hour, Ike
new $650 Northstar telephone system, new Take
over payments approx
$2,300 Copy machine
Toshiba BD 7816 excellent
condition, $675 Lexington
office furniture cherry Like
new Cat 753 9250
DIAMOND militate - Days
753-6396 ask for Sandy.
nights 492-8430
IS your home safe? Home
security is inexpensive
adds value & peace of mind
to your home For information call 328-8944
LADIES gold Pulsar watch.
$75 Size sm wedding
dress, $400 753-0789
MATTRESSES, any size.
Buy factory direct' Ask about our %pads!Smith MatFactory
tress
502-851-3160
MERLE Norman & Uptown
Girl Boutique 814 Man St
Benton, KY 527-8899 has
new beaded & sequined
prom dresses for rent or
sale We also have tuxedo
rentals & most formal wear
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36• cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvaiume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
PROM dress. size 8. royal
blue and whrte strapless,
tea length $85 Blue rhinestone necklace 8 earrings,
$50 Two taffeta dresses,
size 8-10 1 peach, 1
mauve both are full length,
$40/es 753-5368 if no answer, leave message
RESTAURANT booths
table tops 8 chairs for sale
Call 314-472-0286

WILL dean houses use
sonable relies references
437 4064

BLONDE dresser/chest,
lung w b king bedspread/
curbing navy stratalcounger, coftee/end tat* set
753-0789

TAPPEN Electric stove
$75 Couch Sorel design
$100 753-7271

584 INT 7,600, honker bar,
844 oom head, 715 combine 810 header $3,000
753-7458 cal after 5pm
?Or)

spins
Besssiee

GOLF clubs Cleveland
BROYHILL oak entertain- 792 Vas Boron irons.
ment center, new $550, Corvey Peva) model Below
now $250 Perfect condo- whoiesaie used twice Will
accept trade in Also
Von 435-4303 after 5pm
numerous bass baits bulk
COUCH chair, coffee table only 753-6275
8 two end tables
759-1687
GRAFITE golf dubs new,
1-3-S woods, 3 Ihru pw
COUCH 8. matching cher,
irons 750-9874
good shape $130 Cal
GUNS 8 ammo motorcy753-5390
cle helmets, work boob 8
KING size Sealy Postcamping supplies Jeny's
urepecloc bed set good Sporting
Goods,611111.Wal753.3086
-shape 753-3086
nut,

Mayfiet

1114 11111111OS AND MORE I
SAVE
10-50%
OW Retail Pnces
Everyday,

• TREADMILLS

Revving from

6 molls* to choose Nom

149"-549"

kom 69-129"
259"
49"

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE

• WEIGHTS Ho e set
Jwsi I Mite tee of Murray an Hwy. 114
WWI worth Me &Hof
M-F 10-0
753-3769
Sat 10-5 s

REHAB CASE MANAGER
responsibilities will
include: Direct supervision of a longterm care rehab department, supervising 8 to 10 therapists, and coordinating
operations with nursing staff. Medicare/Medicaid knowledge required.
Send Resume to:
The management

Pinnacle Rehabilitation
P.O. Box 29
Murray, KY 42071

WE PAY DASH
FOR SELLER FINANCED
MORTGAGES • TRUST DEEDS
LAND CONTRACTS
Are You Collecting Monthly Payments on a
Mortgage/Trust DescVlancl Contract"
Why Wait? You can receive a Lump Sum ..
Now, instead of the small monthly paymentsl-

"CASH TODAY, IS WORTH MORE THAN
CASH TOMORROW..."
For a FREE Quote, please call:

JR. FUNDING 1-800-731-1009
ROUTE SALES!
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Scrrean's Sales Enterpnses, a stabie, profitable
frozen food company that has beenin business for
over 40 years, is looking for mature. penionabie arid
aggressive salespeople who want more out of life
than a salary and are willing to work hard to achieve
success
High income potential per yew You well be supplied
with everything you need to succeed, expenses to
operate your route and complete training
'Advancement Potential
No Investment
insurance

'Profit Sharing
•Incentives

You must be at least 21 years old and have a good
dnvingaimployment record If interested? Send
resume to Roger Melton*, P0 Box 1427, Murray.
KY 42071

ao

Oppeovney nrioyer

MIS

RIDING mowers $754400
Approximately 6 to sell
753-8649
SUN tanning beds new
used, financing available
Parts. lemons 8 guppies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3
9 2 7 4 .
1 800 540 9790

WEIGHT bench, good
shape 27in RCA TV I
Yamaha guitar 7591885

Life
..4pANIEs
./1-.t!TF
1 9iLetliltin
EXECUTIVE SALES POr3MON
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Metropolitan Lite One of the largest kinciel
institutions, seeks aggressive parson b III
tion in local area.

poi-,

Salary - Up to 140,000 plus. Excelling IRV
benefits to include. retirement, medical WO*
for enbre family, 401K and disability PK 3-01,
raining frrcram.

Appian*
LOVING mother WIN Care
for children in her home
753-6278

ANTIQUE dining bible 1 6
chairs in solid oak $600
Cal 753 6553

NICE large couch 8 1200
BTU a/c, excellent oondo
lion 753-8753 idler 5prn
weekdays

• STEPPERS
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

USED office furniture,
desks, chairs 733-4444

nrn

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doan ow 41 001

ALTERATIONS and re 36" OAK vanity compete
pairs Renal gowns & luxe- woop and faucet $66 36'
dos Ruth. See and Saw pone vanity compete %Mop
Country Square, 1608 N and faucet $60 2 miles,
121 Murray 753-6081
$25/ea Washer it dryer
rig:apart $200 Da
SEWING Jobs warned in- set
Hotpoint 6150
cluding formal wear hwasner,
CM 364-9636
753-1061

and would tae-10-— ANTIQUES by the
or
collections Call 753-9433
earn up to $400 per
after 5pm
week to start, call

WANTED OTR truck driver
with 2yrs experience CDL
with hairnet required
502 759 4009

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel

AVON wants ondividuals in
ter•st•d in earning
$$-$l2/hr No door to door
1 800-699-5644
BABYSITTER wanted in
my horns 753-1078

more. Our National
Environmental •
Based Company is
expanding into the
Murray -Mayfield
area.

By Appointment Only

Love.
Heather & Silty

MUSIC DJ all orcasions
Brian Pataluna 762 2043

Tired of the same
dead-end jobs with
no opportunity to
grow? Don't be
frustrated
any

"Service
•Saks
*Delivery
•Management

ONE of the South's oldest &
largest church furniture
manufacturers need pailJERRY'S Custom Kitdien time sales help Retired mi
Cabinets is now accepting nista+ preferred Excellent
applications for wood work commission some travel
ors. finishers 8 Installers required Must have de-,
Prefer experience 409 pendable transportation.
Sunbury. behind Bunny CaN 492-8614 after 7pm,
ask for Bucky
Bread, Murray

20th

READY
FOR A
CHANGE

This fast moving
company has openings in the following departments:

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
ject is funded by the Western Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA

Now booking started & finished plants.
1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
'Medicare supplement
insurance is now
ttandanzed. in 10
plans and we wnte
all. 10
The part A deductible

Business on
a Budget?

•

BARKLEY Lake wow ObPict is 800811011.91101111111F—'
Sons for a Waswillars-OpIII A
effitof 0411L.
license Apple:ant must live
in Trigg County or relocate
to Trigg County Compote
live salary and benefits
Send resume or application
to Barkley Water District,
PO Box 308 Cadiz. Ky
42211 Phone 924 5616

Marcower Temporary
Services s now
accepting applications
kx clencal and
industrial walkers
For an appointment
please cal (502)
443-5557 today
Manpower is an
equal opportunity
employer

Moonca.

Paden
Wood

Help
Wanted

INN
ManN4

MATCHING whirlpool
washer & dryer. almond,
excellent condition. 1300
Coppertone side by side
GE refrigerator, works
good $200 499 2600

College degree pretarrad No sales
necessary.
Resume please to

booi

BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
SU JEFFERSON
PADUCAH. KY 42001
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Ibialabes

Ibeseed
A FIREWOOD tor sae
437-4.57

TUESDAY

11111Apertwees

PARIS TN approximately
8500 squire loot wi shop
prig cattier Extremely high
traffic count Ideal location
for retie ouest in developwig retirement & trade con
ter Principals only
9014142-8781 weekdays

KILL ROACHES, Buy EN
FORCER OverNite Rome RETAIL or Office Specs in
Serie Or Omelets Pest S Side Shopping Caner
Control Concentrate
753 4509 or 753-6612
Makes 2 gallons Kills
reaches overnight or your
310
money back GUARANVIM
TEED' Available at Coast
To Real
St
12Ih
604
N
Cqast.
to
Murray, KY
WANT to rent 21ir rause in
wiseseem in the Murray
was 753-5157
Blueness
Services
T I and Associates Mee
ing a kill lone of investigators
sennces Be Am Center
"53 3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobile
Homes Fee' See

Apartments
For Rent
1BR dose to universiry
some utilities paid
753-8756

NICE *Apex air centre
tva applamoes turnahed
Coleman RE 753-9898
NOW Mlung applications
tor Section 6'ow rent hous
ing Apply in poison at
Southold* Mena 906
Broad St Extended, be
hymn eam I 2noon No
phone calls pease Equal
Housing Opport.eley
SUMMERS coming. beau
MA lake duplex, boat ramp
each 21w wet hook up
15min Worn- Moray Top
$360Mto. bottom $275/rno
527-9639
TAKING appecieons for
SOC41011 I rent subsidized
apartmants 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, Preece. aocessu
Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hideo Ape
Hardin, Ky or call
502437-4113
VERY nice 21w 2 bath dir
plex, appliances 'unveiled,
cranial gas heat & as,
$475rrno I mo deposit. I
yr lease- No pets Call
753-2905

New
For lei

Rae
Gees

Fer Real

Mee&

HARD to Mem that oleos
specs on the coureimme in
CONniOdli ihiseag sated
but as &
able &
Debbie Me 1M yodel ab.
-crut it Call 751 1206

MARCH 1 , 1994

NEW 40X50" Oatmental
mete belles in Lynn
onms,lissw Hwy 94 W
at
.
cantor let M+1673
EiperF1013ERTS Realty Cabo
way !County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs cal then bo
day at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St
UNDER construction 1800
steam loot ductile located
Foltwook subdiesion on
Gimped Rd Brx* veneer
central oss 753-4873 Met
6P11

213R 1 s bath brick on 3
we. on Hwy 90 near
$55000
Aurora
753-6566 753-2951
38R 1 bath, brook home 13
moles Southeast of titular
$50 000 750-1352
3BR, central gas heat & at,
3yrs old. tercel back yard.
nioe neighborhood Good
ewer or retiree home ImMediate possession
753-5214 after 5Prn

5 ROOM Inane house on
100X140 SOUTHWEST
apprOrarnately "o lot ColViet liubdivisson M My dwat•r community
utilities $16 500 firm
1 247-1708
753-4873 aftee 6pm

165 ACRE farm ito2br brick
home Tn city area in S
Graves Co $150000 Wet
list with mercy soon Cal
382 2274

1BR furnished apertment 2
blocks leSU $160en0 Coke
deposit 753 9577 after
business hours

1304 OUVE Blvd Excellent
Blvd location 2 story ellbnet vett columns 1.1k Memel due% Wary. amp
mow yak *AM1 pellfor large flak row ais
firepece, .111br, 2 It... 2 '4
baths Witty room patio 2
car garage Cal for appt
753 7689

12X60 28R 1 BA new
natural gas heater and
1-614, OLIVE all utilities
oounter top range needs t BR near ARSU appliances .,kenisped lutchen & long
RE
Coleman
50 ACRES half liable half
furnished
redecorating $3 750 olio
room omegas Coleman young limber good road
753-9896
34-5-2111
RE 753-9898
east of Murray $37500,
1 OR 21w apts new down1977 SKYUNE 14X70,
terms 759 1922 owner
8
MILES south of Murray
. 1 o bath. stove refrigera- town Murray 753-4109
SIOCtono 43.2510
tor. central' Ti/a. $7:200
2BR. 1 bath duplex
Must be moved 527-0900 5250-mo plus deposit
753-3415
1985 BUCCANEER
,Neese
14X72. 2br 14 bee. lots
Far Reid
AUCTION R.A.R.E.
of extras excellent condi
ui
I BR in quiet neighborhood
bon Locatedin Coach Es
21w with washer & dryer
taws 759-44153
498-8977
ABSOLUTE
/987 14X76 38R 2 bath
<
2BR dupes *visitable Feb
2BR house on So*7Ih St
Must Sell, Best offer
15th on Northwood Dr $350mo lease & depose
753-9273 or 759-4574
753-5731 Of 759-4686
required 753-4109
2BR trailer 1 bate needs 28R duplex central toe all
4BR liaise 1603 Olive
work. $2,800 436-5701
appliances $395 mo
smaill 3br house 1603
38R secluded home gar- 753-9302 after'Apm
Ohm 492 8225
- 1803 Lincoln Ave., Murray, Ky.
will
age & storage building
28R duplex nice neighbor
4BF1
nature gas heat a/c
emoted acreage and hel- hood newly decorated ReOpen House • Thursday, Mar. 3
& &epitomes lease 'depoms pond located neer KY
'coronae depose required
sit & references required
4.07 to 6e07 p.r^
Lake Equipped with new' No pets $275 mo
LLI
492 8526
appiiences and many reno- 4362816 anytime
LOCATION Traveling Purchase Parkway
vations A must to see and
take the Hardin/Murray exit Take Hwy 641
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
appreciate No feelers For 28R townhouse new, spa
to Murray turn right on Main St then age on
3* 2 bete brick $650 mo
ar _appointment call oous all appliances inciud
18th St and finally ieft on Lincoln Ave Watch
lease & depose required
rrg washer & dryer
"59-9171 after 8pri
for auction signs
753 4109 ,
753 1573
CUMIAINGS Meier Poles
Sq. Ft. - 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
2006,
Specializing in mobile 28R upstairs appliances &
For Real
home electric services 200 water furnished $2852mo
Or Lames
amp $375 too amp $325 Pius deposit -489-2296'435-4027
Brakes for rent Pro Two,
2BR water furnished Lo'mew
tor vinyl siding 436-2701
CUSTOM order or buy your cated 1601 Farmer
None from stock One of $300 mo Coleman RE
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
the Soutimes largest & 753-9698
warehouses on Center
oldest dealerships of qualDrive behind Shoney s
ity built energy efficient 4BR 2 bate apts available
$20 $40orio 759-4081
now Centel h-a. awli
manufactured homes
,
Dinkins Mobile Homes canoes turntshed Located
NORTHWOOD Storage
Inc Lake Hwy 79E Para on Douguid -Common RE presently has toms eve
753-9898
2 Landscaped Lots Available
TN 1 800-642-4891
able Call 753-2905
0 Separate
building lot to be auctioned/
A
213F1
2
bath
duplex
gas
MOBILE home A. 2 acres
heat garage Available
At the home of the late L.J.
$10000 obo 489-2357
now
Coleman RE
Unimak
("Joe") and Mellle S. Honln.
NICE 14X75 2* 2 bath 753-9898
II &wise
Uttle
more needs to be said. Modern yet
Sunshine $13 000
historical. Yee this home will always be
EMBASSY 2br central REGISTERED Limousin
753 148/ after Spri
known as the home of 2 of Murray's more
bull 1 4yr old I 2yr old
gas appliances furnished
489-2272
Coieman RE 753-9898
cc famousrclezens The Hort* Home.

1E3
Homes For Rem
2BR Grogan is Trager Park
Appliances & triter furnished Coleman RE
753-9698
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
eiectnc or gas Waking die
twice to college 753-5209
255
Mabee
Hose Lots For Rote
MGBiLE home lots for rent
492 8488

Swims

Jr EN'IED
600220090 ft Coleman
RE 753-9098

2 BR duplex Northwood
wpatiu
carport, cent H A.
refrigerator.
stove,
dishwasher. disposal.
WD hookup, bedrooms have 15 foot
long closets. many
kitchen cabinets
SEPAINCLUDES
RATE PRIVATE 20130
STORAGE BLDG W
OVERHEAD DOOR
400
REFERENCES
DEPOSIT 400 MONTH
NO PETS 753-3018

FURNISHED oCiartmont&
No pets I or 2 peopie only
Zimmerman Apartment*
753-6609
MUR-CAL Apartments now
aocepang applocalions 101
1, 2 and 31w apartMents
Phone 759-4984 'Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 2be
duplex vetel hookup
$400ono 753-0472

ROUND bees of grass
$21/roll Square bees of
dove SOTO wheat hay
left $2 50baie 753-8848
before 9pm
pole
& Semite
AKC Longhair German
Shepard puppy to good
home $130 753 9270
AKC Registered Demerit-on
poppers Wormed $150ea
492-8897
DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming 759- 1768
FOR sale Registered Norwagon Elkhound puppies
Parents we excellent stook
& squirrel dogs Make wonderful pets Call after Spin
(901) 642-5191
HAVE an obedient sale
dog tor show or home
Classes or pewee lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 4362858
ROTWEILLERS AKC have
been wormed 4 males 1
f•male, ready now
751r2598
TOY Poodle male, cream
lied old, shots $175
437-4002 alter 5pm

Rest
bee
3 5 ACRE restricted build
ing 04100 kw sale will tron
tags on 94 West & Butter
worth Rd between Murray
& "Lynn Grove Contact
Kopperud Realty
753-1222 for detail

$52,900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq ft
BRICK HOME Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
2g• greet room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space Garage, basement and other
options available

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Oyer &AO Satisfied "Capteasers
Since 19S8

3410 Lane Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

0

1E0

130
TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT -

cc

58 ACRES prime develop
ment property southwest of
Must sell'
Murray
7% 9247
CONDOMINIUM or sale or
lease Low Mem on site
security 753 3293 per
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waging to purchase
homes al price ranges If
you we *inking of memo
contact one of our court,
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 eistop
by office at 711 Men St
NEW chive. for sale Came
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

;in

Sat., March 12,10:07 A.M.

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

FOR SALE BY OWNER
31si. 1•4 bee brick ranch
Eat-in leaven, forme d.
rungroom, loving room,
tamily FOOT weti Ai bey
window Control gm teat &
ear, cal-to-wad carpet, cooling fans, iscuzzi. Lot
75x150. atfmcisnt lot eyedable Walk'oboes &shopping /Snood to eel, mid
$70's Call for spin'
753
-4389 FRESH on the melee 31w
Ondi hems in Southwest
school district Central gm
heat central sectric Of,
attached garage, offered at
$72,500 Oyu Kopperud Realty 753-1222 141L5/6496

OWNER being transferred
& would Ike a quick sae on READY for Springtime livthis bottleful 1993 double ing,. this home en Spring
wide 1820 square feet mo- Creek Oaks features 51w,
tes home with vaulted ceil- large Irving spaces, Peaching & stone firepace. 3br, 2 tree windows, fireplace,
bath. fenced yard & back and vaulted ceilings. The
deck in quiet wea, just large master Wig has all
minutes Worn town Offered the amenities with walk-in
en mid $eas through Kop- closet and master bath. Be.
perud- _ Realty_ 75.3-1222 -sure and add the to your tist
MLSe 5416to see,at the asking price of
$159.900 its a real value.
Contact Kopperud Realty,
751,1222. ML5•5440.

ESTATE AUCTION

ye.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br 1 4 bath brook ranch
Eat in kacheili forme entry room Wang room
bay
tames, room with
window Cenral gee hest &
air wall to wall carpet
ceding fans moue Lot
75%150 adiacieni lot avail
able Wak banes & Mopping Priced to sell mid
$70s Call for appt
753-4350

SPACIOUS 3br, 2.5 bath
home located on a quiet
street. New central gee
heat & air were added in
'92 Large closets 8 storage space, generous sized
rooms 8 immediate possession make this a home
you need to see! Listed to
sell at $75,003 Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
AALS*5469
+170

Mototewiles

0

1992 YAMAHA PW 50 ex
cellent condition $600
435-4318

1976 MERCEDES, high
mileage, good condition,
$3.500 753-0789

0

1980 FORD Fairmont Stetionwagon, pod tires &
motor, nä rust, $700
753-2865
1982 CUTLASS Clout,
$1200 753-6860 after
5pm

0
Situated pn-a beautitul 1001160 1 welt landscaped lot with an ace:ening 100x160x99x160 0
ft lot availabie These 2 pant Ike lots boast of
towering shades spruce holly beautiful shrubs
and parnings The extra tot well be offered
separate and combined with the homesite, as
per (54"m-options
Enjoy this beck 2,006 sq It home with features
that include prestigious location excellent layout and design and quality features throughout

CC Starting with the 61143311 5column front porch
0
4 into the 45 x 155 ft entry foyer lined with triple
guest closets Enter the 1019 It formal Irving
room or the more casual 14x24 Sit family room
with dining area and maiestic fireplace with wall
to wall heanh Enjoy tee breakfast bar tram the
family room or perhaps lunch wite a view of the
patio Worn the 85 x 245 ea in kitchen The
lecher+ with a surplus of counter space arid
cabinetry a tumefied with Frigidaire ramie.
dishwasher and garbage disposal Just oft the
kitchen is a 6 It x 6 1 utile room en* washer
and dryer hook up,cabinetry and shelving and a 3>
mud area hat to *e carport
Back through the family room loth.4 It x22 5 h -4
nal(with 2 cloiets) tea 9x10 51I- tiled bath and
3 large bedrooms Tr* fire bedroom is I lx15 It.
with an 8 ft closet The second bedroom is 115.
4'112 II 10 with an 8 ft close

0
The third bedroom the master suite is 13 15*
0 '5
I pius it has a 6%9 ft bled bath and a 9
walk in close All 3 bedrooms have a surplus of
oose shelving and storage as well as hard
wood Noon other excellent features include a
'5x 30 It concrete pea vnth gas grel a 22x28 It
CC double carport pith storage cedtral natural gas
heating and air conditioning, city ware and
sewers and much more

1978 MUSTANG Gan,ideable & good shape $750
489-2441

1984 FORD LTD, 6 cyc,
4dr gray Runs good, nice
11.250 474-2382
1984 OLDS Delta 88, 2dr,
loaded, V-8, good condition $2500000. 7599311.
1985 RX7 silver me,a/c.
excellent condition, $3,850
do° 753-6885
1985 TOPAZ. 98K mile.,
excellent condition, an/fm
cassette sic Ask $3,200
obo 492-8594 after 5pm
1986 FORD Tempo, 4dr,
good condition black w/red
interior, $2,200 436-5814
1988 TOYOTA Supra,
white 59,XXX miles, good
condition, it power, alarm.
18 200. obo 753-7636
leave message
1969 ESCORT LX, one
owner, 4dr, auto, red,
98,XXX well maintained
men, dean car, $2,500
,437-4432
1991 CAMERO RS, T-lop,
teal, 306, 63,XXX miles,
$8,5004 4374432.
1991 MAXIMA SE, red
altar,
pl, sun
roof.
bl
ack 36, C 'miles.
v.
1
"
owner 753-8675.

-4

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This fine home is in
need of redecorating as Mrs Hone) has been
under a nurses care tor several years The heirs
fee decor (odor schemes sic should be the
choice or the new owner)
APPRAISALS ARE AVAILABLE
TERMS OF AUCTION 15% depose day of
auction, balance widen 30 days A 10% Buyers
CC Pfe/111011 we be added to the %nal bed and
Included in the total contract price 2 room
appraisal are available on this home How0
ever this a an absokee auction arid the
property sees to the highest and best Led
regardess oi the amount

0

1992 GRAND Am, saw,
. 4dr, 27.000 milleTi•iitellike
condition 7599360.
VEHICLES UNDO1 1105
CS'S suctioned by IRS,
DEA. FBI mooned*
Trucks. boars, motorhomes, cormullinti Ind
morel C.airTol Freei
(soo) 4304057
Ext A-101

CC

1-800-307-SOLO
AUCTION

'oil•

1961 FORD 1 Ion duelist, 5
passenger, simper, 6*
wheel puller MO Ford,
foto at. eacelatil 00f11:11ion 55,500 436-5811 or
4362071 altar Ogen
1986 CHEVY pickup Slewado loaded. me* liedliner sob 489-2721.
1967 GMC Jenny 4X4 red/
gray, 101.XXX reek runs
greet 1111,800 47441367
1967 RED Mazda, lung
cab tuck cower brakes.
air, aluminum whites,
$3,800 Mo Call below
5pm 474-8216 ask for
Ghee
1008 3500 SERIES, Ghee
role dui, 70,XXX miles
met 10K on now 454 engine, with warranty, 19,850
437-4306 after 5pm
1992 SILVERADO ex
tended cab- loaded,
29.XXX Mies, whole w/blue
IftleflOf, extra rice $13,500
firm Call 759-1912 before
lOpm

Campers
JACO 5th wheel 1988 designer camper, nice 1986
pontoon, 20ft, 50 horse,
mercury Will sell boat &
motor together Of asp'rawly 492-8360
520
fees
& Motors

HADAWAY COMIIIUCOOrl
Remodeling. vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows, vinyl flooring
• 436-2062

Duncan
Burldmi
Contractor
E
_
pole 13311iS &
age buildings Aisr
remodeling Cd!I to'
estimates no job
of

100 large
Smdli

Or

100

474-8267
CHIM Chloe Chimney
Sweeps has 10% sensor
citizen discounts We see
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COE'S General Repair
Electric, carpentry drywall,
finishing, plumbing
492-8403
CONSTRUCTION Framing, $2 I squats loot and
Tripp Williams
up
763-0563
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436-5660
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service- Call _GaLy____At
71147114. •

CUSTOM bulldozing and
14 FOOT semi-v bottom beeichow wore septic syswide boat with trailer & tems, 354-8161 alter 4pm
lights. Good condition, CUSTOM bush hogging
5500.753-2953.
& Milne (up to 6'deep)
18' 1974 GLASTRON 115 489-2905
Mercury, good condition, DRYWALL, bristling, re$2,000 obo Cal 364-9536 pairs, additions and blow1987 PROCRAFT bass ing ceilings 753-4761
boat, Evinrude motor, foot ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
operated trolling motor, 2 Heating. Cooling & Electric,
depth finders. 2 love wells. Inc Service, sales and 'inbait well. etc 753-9609
steitabon. (502) 435-4699,
NEEDED good used boats 436-4327
& motors for saloon casein- EXPERIENCED dry wall
ment No oale no charge finishing References avert436-5464 Wayne Darnel able 436-2060
AAanne repay 8 miles out of
GENERAL Repair plumbMurray on Hwy 121 S
ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
530
Seeley
MOTHER of 2we babyse in
deed
her hothe CPR certified
1 1 1 A Hauling tree mi- References 753-1197
me?, tree removal cleanPLUMBING repairman with
ing out sheds attics, & odd
same day service Call
jobs Free estimates
436-52155.
436-2102 Luke Lamb

HEATING Ron Hal /eating Cooling and Beano
Co Service, unit repeal,
mint and complete instilSon Licensed gas installer
Phone 436-4699

A-1 carpentry work, house
plans drawn, rernodling,
decks, homes built, no job
to small, tree estimates
Call J&C Construction
436-5398

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
L&L LAWN SERVICE commercial or residential, free
estimates Call 753-4001
after 5pm
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re-*Gnats 436-2701
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Cal
474-2307
SANDBLASTING- lawn
furniture, truck beds, cars,
trailers, equipment, antiques, motorcycles No Job
boo big or small Cal Like
Holton, 753-8756

ALPHA Builders • Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTIQUE refreshing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
p•rience
HOPPER, 436-6848
BACHHOE Sennce, cornpleis foundations, septic
systems. R H Nesbitt, Masonry. Phone 492-8516.

SUREWAY Tree & Sturep
Removal Insured with full
lone of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Guist Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of COWS Licensed in
sured Estimate available
750-4690
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Alm. Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon,:-FO.; 753-0530

FREE puppies, Lab mix No
paper. -753-4838

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And Si. Our Showroom •
Sunbury • Surrey (11.1tond Bu nny Broad)
753-5940

4011

Compute( Cut Vinyl, Lagos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettering. Plexiglas& Sigra, Window Lettering, "Real
Estate Store,01fice Storage, Greeting and Advertising
Posters, Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural
Signs, Metal and Foam Letters,Bronze Plaques,Trade
Show Signs/Displays, My Custom Wood Works_

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard & Visa

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
ed KOHLER
Sanas Case

1
11

Opening For Business Feb. 21.1
Lamb's Sinai Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

Vase
1963 CHEVY custom yen
114,XXX miles 305 eng
loaded 7599056

Also Repair Work

753-2825

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN MIMIC link
instidetion, repair, Reece
merit 759-1515.
BACK/40E Service, compete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbirt, Me
sonry Phone 492-8516
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling, foundations
etc 750-4864

1968 S 10 BLAZER. Ta
hoe *wheel* local truck
excellent condition 118100
753-8609
1992 CHEVROLET 4X4
eet cab 20.XAUt miles,
$16,500 4364374

BOB'S Plumbing Repast
Service Al watt guaran753 1134 or
teed
436-5832
CARPET instillation 30
plus years experience.
oornmerioal and residential. innyt Os, barber Wort
guwareeed Measures and
epees Call 474-2131 or
437 4643
CARPORTS tor cars and
trucks Specie sizes be
motor hone. boas. RVs
and etc Excellent pew
Ion high quality, excellent
value Roy HO 759 4164

prok
that
the
mar

As

and
aa d
elf&
Lobe

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Christian. 492-8742

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal arid spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 alter
5pm; 7599816, 75.3-0495
ALL gutters & leaves
cleaned Leaf pickup &
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sarfan Lawn Care_
753-6986

The
Sou
1
2
3N'
Ope

SEAMLESS gutters in
staled, residential or corn
nercial Serval Gutter Co
753-6433

CUSTOS! iondier CABINETS
C MON 110000/00KING

•

Nortl

LEES CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
Cr 22 years' CarpetsUpholstery Emergency
water remove/ 753-5827

Al IA leaf raking 8 mulching, light hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark
_ Al. AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing. Free estimates
750-1683

Souti

LAWN seeding &fertilizing
light excavation, deinlink
%clang 753-9270

BIG Maintenwice & lawn
cars Free estimates Ask
84 756-4490

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
1860 Lone Oak Road Paducah Ky 42003
PHONE (502) 5544212
'
ores PT *if'ANDER BOOKER AUCTIONEER
JOHN AiExANOER AUCTICeicER
-4
NATION WIDE TOLL FREE

Used
Theis

.GARLAND'S
- PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823

FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential 8, Commercial

=

DC
Pk

OP

-c
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CONTRACT.BRIDGE

LOOKING BACK

len 'tort ou
Jim Stahler of Calloway County was named "Member of the
Year" by Kentucky Young Farbest chance for a ninth trick lies in mer Association at the conven-

For Your Own Peace of Mind
South dealer
North-South vulnerable.

NORTH
•84 3
.11,AJ 10743
•J 6
•5 4
EAST
WEST
•KJ
•Q 1097
•K5
V Q 98 2

clubs.

tion at Paducah.

If you ikay momma-poppa style
Yvonne Jones, Shannon Chnstand start by cashing the A-K-Q of opher, Gaye Latimer, Amy
clubs, you will make the contract Asbndge, Leslie Foster, Tammy
whenever the suit is divided 3-3(a 36
Barlow, Shannon Parker, Deidre
percent chance)or 4-2(a 48 percent
Daughterly and Huong Dinh are
would

chance). In the latter case you
Murray High School Junior Varplay the nine of clubs next to assure
.comsity Cheerleaders who
nine tricks.
pete in KAPOS Region 1 -Cheerchance.
percent
this
84
On
top
of
•
7
4
3
2
• 10 98 5
leading Contestlit--1-Ont:Dia-•J 10 76 2 there is also the possibility that when
*3
Births reported include a boy
singleleading
the
the
suit
start
you
SOUTH
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Williams,
to
first
the
fall
on
jack
will
ten
or
ton
•A 6 5 2
round (another 5 percent). If this Feb. 14.
6
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Ragsoccurs, you continue the suit to guar• AKQ
antee the contract
dale will be married for 35 years
•A K Q 98
But even this 89 percent chance on March 3.
The bidding:
can be improved an additional5perAnne Holt, co-anthyrwoman
North East
South West
cent by cashing the ace ofclubs,lead- for WKRN-TV, Nashville, Tenn.,
Pass
1•
Pass
1•
ing a heart to the ace, and returning was featured speaker at Black
PROS
3•
Pass
2*
a clul;from dummy, planning to fi- History Week Program at Murray
3 NT
nesse the eight if East follows low.
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
guards against East's holding
This
mathematical
Most players find
probabilities very dull, but the fact is the J-10-x-x-x of clubs.
DEAR ABBY: I am dating a 40It is true that this safety play
that even a superficial knowledge of
makes a lot ofsense even if you know year-old man who has been
the subject will reap big dividends on
nothing whatever about probabili- divorced for three years. He has no
many deals.
children.)
Assume you're in three notrurnp ties. Nevertheless, it is nice toticnow
I am a -31-year-old widow with
of
sake
the
only
for
if
outset
—
the
at
soon
diamond.
As
a
and West leads
three children. "Jack" is basically a
with
that
mind
—
peace
of
your
as dummy comes down you can count
loving and understanding
proper play; your overall chance of very
eight top tricks, and you don't have
man, but he often says things that
•
percent.
94
comet
to
success
to be an Einstein to realize that your
make me feel worthless. He always
talks about women he has slept
Tomorrow The Tel Aviv coup.
with, and says he doesn't know if he
can be faithful to me — even though
lua_hlas neamt_lnized Lanynne „es much,
as he loves mertjusrcark seem to
understand how he can love me
that much slid still want to have
sex with other women.
He says the more I. insist on
fidelity, the more it makes him

Una.
airy

School on Feb. 24.
Feb. 18.
Twenty years ago
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Schools are
First Lt. Danny Roberts, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts, is
closed again today, March 1,
because of high absenteeism from
serving as supply officer for bast
hospital at Fort Benning, Ga.
flu and chicken pox. Absent on
Murray State College ThorFeb. 28 were 612 studenui.
oughbreds beat Western KentuckBrent Manning, a former
y Hilltoppers 85 to 77 in a
police, chief for City of Murray,
was named to again assume that --basketball game. High team scorer for Murray was Jim Jennings,
post in a unanimous acuon of
Beatrice Frye and Lewis Albert
Murray City Council. He replaces
Moore were married Feb. 21 at
Chief James M. Brown who
College Presbyterian Church.
retireel—feb.. 1,
Recent births reported at Murmobile home of Joseph
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Miller at Rivena Counts, Murray,
AbOd Mrs. Doyle Pierce, a girl to
was desPitoyed by fire on Feb. 26.
1Mr, and Mrs. Kenneth Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Arnett
Gann, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
were married for 50 yearaon Feb.
James B. Pierce, a boy to Mr. and
14.
Mrs. James N. Coursey, and a
Births reported include a girl to
girl to Mr. artd Mrs. Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Howe Jr.,
Johnston.
Feb. II; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Forty years ago
Stanley Hargrove, Feb. 15; a boy
All school buses in Calloway
to Mr. and Mrs. John Ben Riley,
High

like it will be OK for him to cheat
on me. He promised me this
wouldn't be the case. What shouldi
do? I really love him, and don't
want to lose him.
.- SOUTHERN GIRL

DEAR SOUTHERN GIRL: If
DEAR LADY: A man who
DEAR ABBY: You are one per- you participate in this fantasy,
talks about women he his slept son I feel I can turn to. My regardless of what he says, you
with is no gentleman; furtherwill be giving your approval to
and I have been living
more, it shows how little boyfriend more than two years. his having sex with others. Just
- together for
respect he has for_all women —
He recently shared a sexual fantasy aay,NO to thisimmoral-fantasy.-including you.
with me: He wants me and another
DEAR ABBY: If you think your
When he tells you that the female
in bed with
Catholic and Jewish readers will
more you insist on fidelity, the
I don't want to deprive him of hill
more it makes him want some- fantasy, but I'm afraid that if I enjoy this, you are welcome to print
one else, he is giving you fair allow this to take place. he will feel it. I never did know who wrote it.
ABBY FAN
warning that he doesn't intend
ELEVEN O'CLOCK MASS
The storm, is howling out of
doors, •
The drifts are piling high.
And I can Kee the pedestrians
As they go trudging by.

BLONDIE
00N1 FORGET TO I'LL 'TIE
PICI6 UP THE FiSsi A STRING
ON YOUR
AQOUNO
MV FINGER
NikY HOME
TO
HELP /An
TONIGHT
REMEANER
,
J.

riess
limey
,
abie

County are being followed by
Sheriff Brigham Futrell and
Deputy Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield. Motorists are reminded that
state law requires that all vehicles
stop when a school bus is loading
or unloading children.
"John Tom Taylor has a fine
bunch e(, bays,,ea--bas Claude
Miller," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Bobby C. Hutchens, personnel
man, second class, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens, is
serving with Task Force 12 of
U.S. Naval Forces at San Francisco, Calif.
Linda Beach and Hafford Morris were married Jan. 31 at Corinth, Miss.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Baker.

DEAR ABBY
want someone el*.(At least he is to quit sleeping with other
honest.)
women.
Abby, what should I do? I am
If you're looking for a man
trying so hard to be patient and' you can spend the rest of your
understanding, but I'm running out life with happily, keep on lookof patience.
ing. He isn't it.
LOUISIANA LADY

DAILY COMICS

bimp
hfull
•esight,

13

111.,
•11....

Om

worati

%ft.*

The faces of my Irish friends
Come dimly through the glass.

They brave the blizzard for the
sake
Of worshipping at Mass.

VCR
fling-

I watch a while, then back to
bed,
Curled up so safe and sound.

pairs

touts
1-5,

But they must tramp the icy
streets
On sacred duty bound.

Watt A

CALVIN

x. No

and HOBBES

- I envy them their strength of
heart,
The faith that they renew,

%

TNE1 GIVE 14E VW I. WANT *TICS. WEN CoHlkEtWAT6RS
I LIKE FOLLoWING 114E NE'
‘NS'
N4iS oRGARIzATIoNS KNOW
14cier- —E14011O4 CoRCIOITATIO14, ICIAV f11167 1-io4CER IVY 114E,
-StT
FoR
SERnIJS DISWSSI011 5c.MOOkt..
SToRiES AND PoPULARITI RAU( IS CitslICAI_
COMPLE.V. AND BORiNG iSSUES
PoILS -ALL PAWC•ED AS A SOAP
- -ABOJ-Tr,POLITICS
OPERA AND NORSE RACE
VERI
EtATERTAINING

'40ki CAN TELL

But on a snowy Sunday Morn,
It's great to be a Jew.

ItA DEPTH STORsi,
13t-CAJSE. ITS GOT

#4•4 ARTIClE tea
TO TI-k

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 46-yearold man and would like to become a
woman physically. Is there one section of the•United States that is easier
than others to achieve this desire?

'

OiraNwur

•••

•.•

Its a known tact that the sheep that give
us steel wool have no natural enemies.

CATHY
grips. HI! I TNOU6HT YOU

WERE GOING OUT. I SROUGNT
SOME BUDDIES OVER TO
WATCH THE GAME,

•=11•1111,

4

ANOTHER OLDER WOMAN 11
TAKES THE PLUNGE FROM
SEDUCTRESS TO DEN MOTHER

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Gratuity
4 Former
Russian
rulers
9 Neckwear
12 Nothing
13 Nerve
networks
14 Possesses
15 Car part
(hyph. wd.1

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

17 Customer
19 Short Sleep
20 Prison rooms
21 Moistens
23 — Mans auto
rade
24 Give in
27 Word to call
attention
28 —
Chamberlain
30 Tennis player
Arthur —
31 Negative
prefix
32 Singer Judy

GARFIELD
PONT WAIT'
? LIP FOR ME

al

PEANUTS

=

TELL MY TEACHER TO BRIN6
THE CLASS TO OUR HOUSE TODAY, AND uJE CAN 5TuD4r
_ .MERE IN MY ROOM

514E SAID 15 IT ALL RieNT
TO BRINE, THE PRINCIPAL,T00,
AND ALL THE MEMBERS
OF THE SCHOOCBOARD

Answer to Previous Puzzle

eSS

35 Speechless
performer
37 Is not well
38 Mao — -tung
39 Take care of
(2 wds.)
41 Neighbor of
ta
42 Feeble
43 Fastener
45 Sesame
46 Newspaper
employee
48 Philadelphia
51 Me- tal
52 "Ours — —
to reason
why"
54 MD's
specialty
55 AFL ---56 College
officials
57 Bridge of
San Luis —"

M00 OUGMU M 0
MOO UOMOO MM 0
1300D0 =MUM=
MOM MO
OMOODOW MUOU0
GO MOMOU 1200U
OMM 000013 MUM
DOOM MOUU0MOB
MODWM UUMMOMU
000 MOUS
MMODUOU WOOD
OHM CUOMO OUU
DUO BENOM uo

I'm not going to join the controversy. But I'd like to point out that a gender Change requlies a great deal
more than a mere physical alteration.
It's my understanding that prior to
the operationAtself, a male candidate
should undergo counseling and should
probably prepare himself with injections of female hormone, a course of
pre-operative therapy that may take
months or years.

It's not my job to judge the appropriateness of gender change, but I
know that it doesn't always solve
whatever identity problems exist, and
many men find the preparation too
daunting. Therefore, before taking the
final, irreversible step, you should, in
my opinion, learn all you can about
the potential consequences of your
"desire." Counseling with a psycholo3-1 C)1994 United Feature Syndicate
gist or appropriate mental health pros% fessional is definitely a must in order
DOWN
1 Powerful
6 One — a time to discover why you want to change
7 Grain
explosive
your sex, whether you are motivated
(abbr )
8 Field of "Mrs
to experience all the unpleasantness
2 Roman 3
Doubtflre"
9 Dissertations in getting there, and what it is you
3 More than
want once you become a -woman."
enough
10 Author —

Fleming
11 Superlative
To one degree or another, all of us
ending
I Brit
are locked into our bodies, for better
16 Ethiopian tit* or worse. Some people yearn to be
18 Poem by
prettier. younger, stronger, taller.
Homer
1 r EN
ill 5 6 7 6
III to 11
20 String player Simply changing the physical attributes of maleness is not necessarily
21 Sudden
12
14
going to improve your level of happinotions
13UUUU
22 Uncanny
ness and adjustment. Or it may. But I
15
•is
17
is
23 Italian money believe that you've got to explore all
25 Capital of
the implications before going under
19
Tibet
the knife.
Actress
Bo
—
26
11UUUU
24
25 il 28 NW state
I do not know if there is one section
23•
29 Powder base
dillUU
of the country that is "easier" than
32
Understand'
27
28
29
30
(2 wds )
any other. To find the necessary infor
III 33 Nova Scotia
mation that you seek, I suggest that
31
34
33
labbr
you start with a• qualified plastic sur32UUUUU
36 Breed of
34
37
geon in your community. Although
sheep
this specialist may not actually assist
11• 38 Bank
•
41
12 .
you in your quest. he or she can refer
employee
hill
40 Egg-shaped
you to the appropriate resources.
43
44
42 Hairpiece
To give you more information. I am
44 Gaelic
ill
45 Makes lace
111 47
sending you a free copy of my Health
40 SO
46(Aanbdb )
o n
..
_Report
"An informed Approach to
illU•U
urgery " Other readers who would
47 Roman 502
like a copy should send $I 25 plus a
dli
52
48 Vint sgs
49 Compass pt. long, self-addressed. stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2433, New York, NY
so Pigpen
10163 Be sure to mention the title.
53 S
sym
OdluM
boi
NP:WSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

•

=MUM.

34 Letter before

DEAR READER: This is an enor.,,mougly complex issue, about which
'there-is no dearth of opinion. Some
people honestly believe that they are
women born with men's bodies and
they wish to correct the situation.
Detractors claim that sex-change
opgrations are aberrant and immoral.

4 Harvest
5 Last letter

UUU

UUU
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UiUU dUU
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Students win honors
BRIENSBLlRo, KY. — Graves
County High School came out on
top in the annual Region 1 Governor s Cup cianpeution.here Satur-

claY.
_Teams from 16 schools in far
westent -Kentucky competed
Graves county finished first in
overall compeuuon, followed by
Marshall Counts High School, Calloway County High School, May [Kid High School aid Murray High
•;chool
Results in individual compeu-Lions were:
•%lath. wnuen assessment-- sec•
I. !Michael Haney of ,Calloway
- -

County High School
•Social Studies, values assessment
— second, Chnmopher Fuhnnann
of Murray High School
-Language Arts, wnacis assessment
-- lust. Keisa Bennett of Mw-ray
High School
-General Knowledge, written assessment — thud, Kcisa Bennett of
Murray High School
-Future Problem Solving
first.
Calloway Count) High School
-Quick Recall — fourth, Calloway
County High School
All these students will travel to
state competition in Louisville in

United Way presentations

The funeral for Mrs Floy A Edwards is today at 1 p.m. in the
. Wel of.Eilbeck and Cann Funeral Home. Benton. 0. D. McKendree
• oilk- wing. Burial will follow in Fairdealing Cemetery:
Mrs. Edwards, 92. Almo, died Saturday at 7:35 p.m at Murray-.
'alloway County Hospital
•
-Her husband, David Edwards, and her parents. Henry Rhodes and
Faughn Rhodes, preceded her in death.
Sury or• include one daughter. Mrs. Wanta Dime Thorn. Almo,
si•ter. Miss Cosie Rhodes and Mrs _Jessie Pullum. Benton. two
'rand,' , siren. three great-grandchildren

Company

• HOG MARKET
9•Maral-SIMs blarbst 1,11•994sa Mersa 1„ 1154
losoorty Portims Arm lies Marisa Report Malaidas

Gale Cornelison (right), president of the Murray-Calloway County United
Way. presents a plaque to Jan Pooley manager of JC Penney, In appreciation
of the successful employee campaign recently conducted by the store. Local
JC Penney employees increased their United Way giving this year by 25%.
Pooley, who will take over as president of the local United Way In March, also served as chairman of the Middle Size Firms Division In the 1993-94 United
Way Campaign and reported over a 70% increase In the level of giving for that
di.ision
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lateral Rate
% Guaranteed
For Out Year?
No Annual Fees!
Giarasteed Retire of Priscipal!
Multi* Nesse Feature

• Who'd Lyons is•market maker miles
Mock
UNC price unchanged

Ca" Nov For Mort Information
On Tar-deferred Anriaitim

ley. Nursing Home, ‘1urrat

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
AOODoi,ai

M. WAYNE

BENNE1'T

Mrs. Willie Mae Harrison
iating
h,..arers zre Dennis Johnson. Tim V. heeler. Michael West. Stese
4,reg-Ditk -and 131-11-y, Ptitit Burial will follos m Ly-nns
BapChurch Cemetery •
v -s Harrison Ss, South Ninth Street. Mastield. died Sunday at 1
, .it her hon,: ,She .-wa• the widow of Earl Harnson..
,..z‘p.ors incude tiYe -dsughtors, Mrs Sue Johnson, Mrs Betty
itr and Mrs Ease Emerson. Mayfield. Mrs. Dot Wheeler.
iurens. S C and Mrs Larue Phelps, Rt. h. May held, three sons.
,naid Earl Harrson Charles Harrison. and LaYern Harrison. Lyn2f , aand,hildren. 25 !
. .:-.t-grandehildren

Susan White,(left) Executive Director of the Murray-Calloway County United
Way. is shown presenting a plaque to Jim Taylor, of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Contributions pledged by hospital employees during the
recent United Way campaign accounted for 4% of the entirecarnpalgn goal of
$200,000.
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Are You Earning

Gr;.o esicic sers i,cs for Mrs
illie MAC Bridges- Wen' im2) at 1-0
at %est Fork Cemeters Charlie Arnett officiated.
Pallbearers Acre LE Outland, David Gupton. Greg Lawson.
iJseltHubert Batiell and Tommy Dan Story Blalock -Coleman
• uneral Home was in .harge of arrangements
--- •
•
* Mrs Bridges. 6. Rt 1. Murray. died Saturday
at. 12- 10 a.m., at
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Mrs. Willie Mae Bridges

mr;F -Willic." Mac Harrison arc todaY at noon in the
funeral Home. Mayfield, The Res. Mark Terhune is

1

Prices as of 9 AM
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Mrs. Floy A. Edwards

.
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Report
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Information
Available
Upon Request

flu,
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Mrs. Etta Mae Dowdy
Funeral ,ite• t.,r Mrs Ftu Mae Dov.ds will he today 41 ltt p iii. in
,hapc1 ol Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield, The Res Harry Yates
the RL.s tester Moreland w Ell _officiate
.Pallhearers cciif be Larry Armstrong, Terry 1)arn4;11. Rat burn
BritJaillCs,(:4-24.m. Dale Smith and Harry Gene Wilford Burial will
, iIo
in Farmington Cemetery
friends maY call at- the funeral home
Mrs Yoti.ds,
kt 1. Farmington. died Saturday at 9 45 p.m at
r home
Sur% isirs re..luic her husband. James W Dov.dy. one son. George
•• Dowdy RI' I Farmington: two sisters. Mrs Verike Dowdy, Warn. !Mich-- and Mrs Sue Parsons. Paducah. three grandchildren.
Rita
,ntgomery.tissenshoro, Brad Dowdy, Farmington. and Regina Dunn Coldwater ,,ric great-grandchild. Lindsey !Montgomer
y,
----enshoro

Bob Hargrove (right), vice president of Peoples Bank, Is presented a plaque
from Chuck Foster, 1993-94 United Way Campaign Chairman, In recognition
of the successful employee campaign conducted at Peopes Bank. Bank
employees increased their giving level this year by Over 14%.

Mrs. Mary Frances Hughes
The funeral !• • Mrs Mary Frantes Hughes will be Thursday at 1
r3) in the chapel or Blalock-Coleman Funeral Rome Dr Greg Ear)0(1

V.1l4Iffi, Lite

.

Energy saving light is great
for indoor or outdoor use 35551-54

Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll

•

•

Burial will follow -in klurr.o. Memorial Gardens
Fri-en&--may cap at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesda.•
The fam:Is requeSts that expressions of sympathy he in the form ot
-

Miser
Spot or Flood Light

Jacque
lyn D. Watson, CPA
753-4347

Jnaocil, t,4 American Canter Society
Mrs Fla4hes. — Troy. Mich.. formes+rol.Rt. 4. MlIrra. died Friat her home Her husband. James Dudley Hughes. died Jan. 3.

302 A.. North 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

1 member of First Baptist Church. Murray. she was born May 31,
rn Calloway County to the late Charles Henry Beaman and Eula
Hale Beaman
SurYiYors include three daughters. Mrs. Janice Wilson and husband.
Warren; Mich., Mrs. loKriii Pirtle and husband. Doyle, Mon,e/urna Creek. Utah. and Mrs. Betty Sutton and husband, Chuck.
'rlerkley. Mich.. one sister, _Mrs. Zollic Perkins. Murray; three
htothers, Harold Beaman. Murray. Victor Beaman, St. Louis, Mo., and

Floating Lantern
Siaatlerproot lens Push-button switch
Includes 6 volt battery. 3001419
NATIONAL

SPRING
AIR

ILEZI BIN

Galon Beaman, Houston. Texas: -nine grandthildren. nine greatzrandehildren

777
GAL.

CARPET/AREA RUGS

super sale prices

Novis The Time To Buy!

Ends March 19, 1994
Green Outdoor Grass
w/Marine Back

'249

1/2 Price on Residential &
Commercial Shod Rolls
1 99
From

I

Sq Yd

10

Ft Wide

$299 PSY
5299
Cut
V
PSY

Take Roll

Full Firm

I

As low As

.••" sac ^

Arm,Rugs'

Area Rugs'

FLOC:WA/ATV

18" x 30" Door Mat
Constructed of 80°, recycled tire rubber
Abrasrve nylon bnstle bonded to surface
Beige Or green 64450 6011803

Wide

Sq Yd

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
elk,
se'
FREE DELIVERY

See

BIGGEST SELECTION IN STOCK!

U
S
A

Arorsulk"
.

Queen Firm

Yd

Auto Boat Carpet
$ 1 99

$399 PSY

AS 1.0* AS

• One coat coverage
• Washable • No fading
• Custom colors available
15786

$99
:
'work mad o se,•

1 4 of 6 ti

Twin Firm

Carpet

Heavy for $388 Sq

Sculptured Carpet
From

36 oz
Commercial

788

Spring Air's famous
Back Supporter' Mattresses
AS Lola AS

Plush Carpet 9 &

5 Star Flat
Latex WaN Paint

Governor s Moll

(615) 552-8787
202 S 5th St
'Murray. Ky

PUIRDOM
Furniture & Mattress

Helpful Hardware Man at:
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AY
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